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ABSTRACT
This Portraits of Leadership research focuses on using children's
artwork to study girls' perceptions of leadership. 244 school age children
were asked to draw their image of a leader and to write descriptions of
why they chose this person as a leader. Quantitative and qualitative
analyses were conducted to determine the relationships among gender,
age, and creativity and choice of leader in drawing and written
descriptions. Results indicate that, though both girls and boys chose
males as leaders more often than females, girls' portraits conformed to the
literature regarding gender roles and traditional leadership styles.
Implications are suggested for educational practice.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This Portraits of Leadership research focuses on the relationships among
gender, age, and creativity in the perceptions of leadership of girls from 2"^^ to
^2^ grade. An underlying assumption of this study is that the way that girls
choose to portray leaders is directly connected to their current perceptions of
themselves and toward future realization of leadership potential.
My curiosity as a researcher is based on reading literature about girls,
educational practice, and how girls develop their voices and come to think about
themselves. Recent research projects have raised serious warning signals about
how girls lose their sense of selves (Orenstein,1994; Belenky et al., 1986;
AAUW, 1995) and become increasingly less productive in educational settings
(Sadker & Sadker, 1994).
As a woman, a mother of two girls, and an educational administrator, I
entered into this research worried about this cloud of concern which hovers over
young, developing female minds. I was interested in learning if, since the
publication of the above-mentioned literature, the educational climate and
practices had changed. I wanted to produce a research project which shed turn
of the century light on these issues.
I thought it was important to look at differences in gender in perception of
leadership because the literature points to school systems' robbing many girls of
their potential to achieve academically and thrive in educational settings (AAUW,
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1995; Sadker & Sadker;1994; Orenstein, 1994). I wanted to know further if this
"potential robbing," if it indeed existed, would play out in different perceptions of
leader differences between girls and boys.
Because of nny background as an art therapist and artist, and because I
know the influence of creativity in my own life, I wanted to better understand what
role creativity played in girls' and boys' perceptions of leadership. While I hold a
strong belief that creativity is present in everyone, I wanted to see if there might
be a difference in levels and style of creativity in how children portray leaders.
Ultimately, I was hoping this research would shed light on leadership and
creativity potential in everyone.
This research focuses on girls' perceptions of leadership and, more
specifically, at how their images and thoughts about leaders may relate to their
ages and their levels of creativity. For this study, girls' perceptions of leaders
were not drawn from surveys, classroom observations, or interviews over time.
Rather, this research focuses on girls' inner dialogue as revealed through their
artistic portraits and writing
Within their school-age years, girls' maturity levels and life experiences
affect their cognitive, social, and physical development. Thus, age may affect
how girls' identify leadership. I decided to create this study to look at the
differences among images created by girls from grades 2 through 12. Because I
didn't have the luxury of time to employ a longitudinal study, this research looks
through a cross- sectional window of time at 2"'*, 5"^, 8*, 10*^, and 12*^ grades so
as to understand the developmental progression of change over time.
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244 school age children were asked by their teachers to respond to a
simple question: "Who do you think of when you hear the word leader?"
Surrounded by tools of imagery in the art educator's classroom, they were put to
task. Without influence of a researcher's presence, students were asked to
commit their ideas, thoughts, inner dialogue, and images to paper. Their products
were not compared or critiqued, discussed or challenged for technique or style,
but rather contemplated and examined for meaning.
Both boys and girls were asked to participate. Although this study did not
include a focus on boys, comparisons to boys' perceptions of leaders are
presented to identify where developmental differences occur.
This research is grounded in theory, other's research, and practice.
Chapters II, III, and IV honor the voices of the researchers who have enlightened
and influenced me. Chapter II defines creativity through different developmental
perspectives including multidisciplinary stage theories of the psychological,
physiological, and social factors of creativity. Gender and cultural differences in
children's artwork, illustrating both universal similarities and differences are also
featured in Chapter II.
Connections between leadership and creativity are discussed in Chapter
III. This chapter highlights contemporary and traditional models of leadership. No
longer connected to a singular notion that a leader simply leads through the
exercise of power and strength, modern theorists' visions of a new paradigm of
leadership are explored, including terms like "midwife" (Belenky et al., 1997),
"transformational" (Covey, 1990), and "servant" leadership (Greenleaf,1996).
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Chapter III also includes a section on gender differences because women,
historically, have not been mentored or included in the development of the
traditional model of leadership.
The connection between creativity and educational leadership is
presented in Chapter IV. This section not only echoes the warnings of research
studies which emphasize deficits for girls in educational practice but also
includes highlights of these educational programs, such as the Women's History
Project, that inspire creative leadership and bolster girls' self images (Sadker &
Sadker, 1994).
In Chapter V, a summary of the literature presented in the three previous
chapters is provided. I also state my personal motivation for this study.
Chapter VI, Method, shows the reader how the research was designed
and conducted. This chapter states the research hypotheses and includes
sections on sampling, instrumentation, procedures, and data analysis. A
description of the procedure, including research tools and how they were
implemented, provides the reader with a recipe-like formula for replication of the
research.
In Chapter VII, I present the results from quantitative statistical analyses
and qualitative analyses of students' drawings and written descriptions. Findings
are presented by hypothesis in chart and written form.
In Chapter VIII, I describe the results and patterns I see fonning from the
data analyses. Echoing the voices of researchers before me, I compare the
findings of this research with the literature cited in Chapters II, III and IV. I also
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draw on my own experiences as an artist, educator, and mother in deriving
meaning from the findings.
In the Conclusions and Implications Chapter IX, I summarize overall
findings and suggest possible implications for future study. Appendices are
attached with relevant material, including samples of students' portraits and
writing.
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CHAPTER II
Creativity
Creativity was once thought of as an auspicious endowment only afforded
to great artists (Hart, 1976). Recently however, creativity has been linked to a
variety of different functions outside the realm of artistic (Brittain,1968;
Eisner, 1976; Cattaneo & Malchiodi; 1988; Adams, 1986; Borden, 1990). Creativity
is widely accepted as an ability in all individuals (Arieti,1976; Maslow,1968;
Richards, 1990; Manheim,1998), so much so that Jung (1969) connected
creativity to one of the five main instincts characteristic of our species.
While the growing consensus may be that creativity cannot be categorized
strictly within one area, the diversity of definitions is impressive, if not
overwhelming. Viktor Lowenfeld for example, presumed that imagination is not
required to be creative and that it is possible to utilize a type of imagination which
is completely mechanical (Michael, 1982). Lowenfeld described this as eidetic
imagery. Quite common in children, eidetic imagery is like a photographic image,
forceful enough to serve as an outer reality. According to Lowenfeld, this
imagery has nothing to do with creativity (Lowenfeld, 1968).
Lowenfeld's definition clearly diverges from the more commonly
recognized, such as those in Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1992):
"Creativity-the quality of being creative" and creative as "marked by the ability or
power to create." Such generalized statements offer little weight for the current
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Study. Moreover, within the fields of psychology, art, philosophy, education,
industry, and technology, creativity may be defined and used differently.
Adding to this argument, Cattaneo and Malchiodi (1988) outline a variety
of divergent opinions on the subject. In particular, Arieti (1976, pp.4-5) describes
creativity as, "a desirable enlargement of human experience." He continues,
[A creative work] establishes an additional bond between the world and
human existence... [and] thus may be seen to have a dual role: at the
same time as it enlarges the universe by adding or uncovering new
dimensions, it also enlarges the universe and expands man... It is
committed not just to the visible... but to the invisible as well...A new
painting, poem, scientific achievement, or philosophical understanding
increases the number of islands of the visible in the ocean of the
unknown.
Each and every time a new dimension or experience is uncovered, waves of
extended possibilities ripple across another yet unknown distant sea of inquiry.
Most researchers define creativity in one of two categories; extraordinary
and ordinary (Feldman,1970; Osche,1990; Gardner, 1993). Howard Gardner
(1993) catalogues and describes the lives of extraordinary individuals such as
Mead, Einstein, Monet, and Gandhi. He discusses the role of creativity as the
predominant element which, when combined with other attributes like leadership,
historical events, scientific inquiry or life threatening need, bring about a greater
phenomenon which Gardner (1983) calls the "Leonardo Phenomenon" after
daVinci.
Unlike Gardner, Maslow (1954) believed a wonderful symphony or
extraordinary painting were no more creative than a truly good soup, which could
be a phenomenon you may never experience again. Characteristics such as
meaningfulness, value, or excellence tend to be glossed over when defining
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creativity (Gordon, 1978). Other terms such as inventiveness, productivity,
originality, or novelty are terms more likely to be connected to creativity.
According to Gordon, creativity has indeed something to do with all these
qualities, yet it is none of these alone.
Cohen and Gainor (1995) assert that children's creativity frequently is not
recognized or encouraged because their styles of thinking do not conform to the
standard categories prevalent in education. Perhaps, they say, this explains why
creative people are so often more attracted to art where standardization has no
place. They say educators must incorporate genuineness within formal education
so that students see barriers merely as inspiring challenges or puzzles to be
solved. Given wing to take flight, creativity may evoke unique and individualized
thought, action, and innovation not previously conceived or acted upon.
As this brief summary shows, creativity is a common attribute in all
humans. This is my basic principle in this study.
I will define creativity in four areas: Cognitive, Psychological, Social, and
Physiological Development. In the following sections, a historical context will also
be offered to provide the reader with a connecting link to the current research.
Understanding creativity through all of these different lenses is important to this
study.
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Historical Context
Researchers have been studying creativity for ages. The personal
accounts of Einstein, Dan^/in, and McClintock in maize genetics, all relate a
creative process in which intuition, imagination, metaphor, and visualization
enabled them to gain new and important insights ( Rothenberg, 1976).
Darwin (1877) and Freud (1905) provided some of the first insights into
the stages of human development. James Baldwin (1897), Alfred Binet and
Theodore Simon (1905), with their early and rigorous laboratory studies of
human intelligence, carried out some of the first detailed observational studies of
the development of children's mental life (Gardner, 1990). The Swiss biologist,
Jean Piaget, built upon their work introducing the developmental approach, which
I describe in more detail below.
These evolutionists relied on direct observations of human behavior using
a positivistic scientific method. Evolutionary research expanded the study of
stages in the course of mental, physical, social, and emotional growth of an
individual. However, direct observations of the stages of a child's cultural identity
and development was not yet considered. Instead, theorists used retrospective
accounts from adults to define developmental stages (Gardner, 1990).
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Multidisciplinary Stage Theories: An Overview
Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, Herbert Read, and Rhoda Kellogg, among
others, used children's art to discover the hidden reality beneath the surface of
human behavior (Eisner, 1976). At Stanford University, influenced by Lewis
Terman, Florence Goodenough produced the first version of the Draw a Man
Test in her 1924 doctoral dissertation. Later Dale Harris, a former colleague of
Goodenough, expanded the test to include Draw a Woman Test and developed
a visual scale for scoring drawings (Eisner, 1976). These researchers believed
that by looking at children's representational forms they could discover and
identify developmental stages and better recognize and interpret individual's
different developmental levels.
Table I represents an overview of the multidimensional views of Rhoda
Kellogg (1967), Viktor Lowenfeld (1987), and Elliot Eisner (1976), and their
significant contributions to this research which consistently overlap and correlate.
This connection creates an effective basis for identifying the developmental stage
theories rooted in direct and detailed observations of children's art.

Table 1.1:
Overview of Multidisciplinarv Stage Theories
21
Age

22
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This focus on identifying stages while remaining true to the individual's unique
social, psychological, and developmental growth continues throughout
Lowenfeld's research.
Eisner (1966) identified this scribbling stage as achieving both function
and pleasure. The child uses art materials in a consummatory rather than
instrumental fashion for the stimulation and satisfaction that their manipulation
yields( p. 10). Only at the pictographic stages (3 or 4 to 9 or 10) does the child
begin to tell stories about her/his world through drawings. Eisner sees two kinds
of intellectual achievement here: the use of visual materials to create and convey
an idea, and the child's awareness that ideas can be conveyed through this
channel to a public forum (p. 10).
Lowenfeld (1968) and Eisner (1966) focus on the need of the 3-to 5-year-
olds to draw relationships by using visual forms to convey ideas. During the
pictograph stage, Eisner reports, children exaggerate forms to signify
importance (p. 9) For example, a drawing with large ears could indicate the child
places special significance on ears, possibly hearing too little or too much. A
child who omits the features while drawing a head, says Lowenfeld (1987), may
not have a "sensitivity toward having eyes with which he can see, or toward
having a mouth with which he can eat." Of course, " these experiences have
different meanings to different children" (p. 26).
Kellogg M967) identifies the Outline, Design, and Pictoral Stages (3-to 7-
years old) witn the creation of squares, circles, and crosses. Around age 3, both
boys and gms become confident in the development of their art, like the little girl
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who, when asked to explain her drawing answered, "This is not a story... it is a
picture to look at." (Kellogg, 1967, p.44). Next, children develop mandalas, then
suns, radials, and eventually human figures. Then, 5-to-7 year olds discover that
pictures tell stones. This potential and discovery may continue to develop
throughout their lifetime.
Despite their tremendous creative impulse, around age 7, children who
are prodded into neat or acceptable art molds lose their interest in art (Michael,
1982). Kellogg attributes this to disapproving adults who wrongly attempt to direct
the child's imagery.
Eisner (1976, p. 10) recognized that around 9 or 10 children become more
interested in technique and "making it look right". In the aesthetic-expressive
stage (1 1 +) more children terminate their formal art education and, with it Eisner
says, ultimately terminate the potential to achieve the highest stage in
development that few children can achieve: the ability to create forms that in fact
express in nonverbal ways what cannot be conveyed in any other way. And "to
externalize what one feels, thinks, or imagines requires the creation of forms (in
the visual arts) that will carry those feelings, thoughts, and images forward into
the public worlds" (pi 1). However, since about 85% of adolescents in American
secondary schools, do no formal work in the visual arts, Eisner (p.1 1) sees little
reason to expect them to develop these highly sophisticated abilities. This
creative potential lies dormant in the hands and minds of individuals who have
not been trained to use their own creative potential as a form of expression.
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Lowenfeld and Eisner agree that between adolescence and post-
adolescence are to Lowenfeld, the most crucial point in one's development
(Michael, 1982). A young person moves into a state of heightened critical
awareness of outside experiences which no longer relate to kinesthetic
development but to "the awareness that more of his emotions, of his own body,
of his own ego, and the expression which evolves out of this subjective form of
experience" {p.320).
In conclusion, both stressed discovery as the integral component of
nourishing a creative capacity, which "never ends, as long as life remains
flexible" (Eisner, 1972, p. 26). This discovery process and motivation to discover
may influence the creations of a great artist, scientist, engineer, chef, or teacher.
The same criteria may make an artist and a scientist creative (p.38). Research to
date indicates that creativeness has common attributes in the arts as well as in
the sciences (p. 55). Lowenfeld identified a creative potential within all of us that
is not to be confused merely with art or art activity: It is present whenever one
invents, explores, investigates, and breaks through boundaries (Michael, 1982,
p.28).
Eisner and Ecker (1966) define creativity as the act of destruction that
leads to boundary breaking, destroying old beliefs so new beliefs and new
perspectives can emerge. Kellogg, Lowenfeld, and Eisner illustrated this
boundary-breaking process in their research. By using their own creativity to
discover, inquire, and think about symbolic representations in children's art,
these researchers pushed the boundaries of accepted beliefs to pose new
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questions and ideas, in the study of creativity. This has brought us to further
inquiry about the creative potential and possibilities in human development.
Cognitive Development and Creativity
Cognitive development refers to an evolutionary perspective on the
internal mental processes that evolve in one's mind (Dworetzky, 1 993). These
age-related changes in behavior, which relate to perceiving, thinking,
remembering, and problem solving, provide a window through which to study the
cognitive aspects of the development of creativity. In the next section, I will
review the theories and compare them. Interesting connections occur between
thinking and creating art: thinking of a very high order may precede and
accompany the successful artistic act.
Art and Intelligence are, it would seem, inseparable in their
operation. ..Intelligence is a symbolic and instrumental process; art is a
symbolic and consummatory process. While intelligence seeks to control
what it understands, art seeks to dramatize what it is giving shape to.
Ideas and relations, modifiable plans of action based on observed
correlation are the subject matter of intelligence (Tejera,1965, p.21 3).
How can we identify cognitive development and creativity in the art work of
young children? Three components make children's ordinary art work creative:
1.) Inventiveness, solutions to problems that are not stereotyped or
conventional;
2.) Playfulness, the artwork is not working within the constraints of
precept; and
3.) Flow, the ability to draw for long periods of time or to become
engrossed in one's work and oblivious to the external world.
(Winner, 1997,p.16).
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Based on these ideas, I now review cognitive theorists' work to expand on
the relationship between cognitive development and creativity.
Feldman (1970) says that a child draws or represents what s/he knows
rather than what s/he sees. Since a child has the same retinal images as an
adult, and motor control is not a serious handicap in representing one's
experience, the child's simplistic drawings can be directly related to the child's
unfamiliarity with the worid and things in it (Winner, 1997). We can assume then,
that as the child develops deeper and richer concepts, these will become evident
in her/his artistic expression.
Do we need certain cognitive abilities to develop creativity? Or do we
require certain creative abilities, whether learned or naturally developed, to
develop certain cognitive abilities? Eisner & Ecker (1966) report on McFee's
idea that visual perception is mostly learned; we need training to see things both
cognitively and visually . This paper will not challenge those ideas or attempt to
answer them but will support the suggestion that cognitive and visual perception
can compliment and enrich their binary development (Eisner & Ecker, 1966). In
this section, I identify the correlation between the theories of cognitive
development and creativity.
Piaget's stages of cognitive development dominated the way researchers
studied and investigated human nature during the middle of this century (Eisner
& Ecker, 1966; Feldman, 1970; Dworetzky,1993; Gardner, 1990). And although
Baldwin (1990, cited in Gardner) had described children's development as
progressing through stages, Piaget was generally accepted as the first to
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observe and categorize these stages through direct observation (Dworetzky,
1993 p.243).Table II outlines Piaget's developmental stages by age and function
for easy reference.
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Table 1.2
Piaqet's Stages of Cognitive Development
AGE

30
Piaget used the term sensorimotor to describe the time when the child
begins to identify and experiment with outside things. This period of between 18-
24 months begins what art developmentalists call the scribbling stages (Kellogg,
1967; Lowenfeld, 1968; Eisner, 1976). The child's art becomes significant and
reveals the existence of a sense of self (Feldman, 1 970), an object which the
child cannot contemplate until s/he can conceive objects outside his body.
Consequently, the act of creating a scribble contributes to the child's emerging
awareness of himself as a person (p. 105).
Piaget described an extension of this growing awareness and ability in the
preoperational period of between ages 2 and 4 when a child is limited to
syncretic reasoning. Using evidence from children's artwork, Lowenfeld (1968,
p. 162) says that during the transitional stage the child is exploring the
relationship between drawing, thinking, and reality. Using artwork to tell stories,
the child can relate an idea in a public forum, and thus express emerging ideas
and thoughts in a sophisticated form (Eisner, 1976, p. 9).
Piaget identified "centration" as the period between the ages of 4
and 10 when children begin to be preoccupied with significant ideas or images.
This tendency to exaggerate ideas or images is also referred to as local solutions
because the child's focus is not concerned with the relationship between her/his
primary form and its relationship to the other secondary form (Eisner, 1976). On
this point, research by Lowenfeld (1968), Eisner (1976), and Kellogg (1967),
coincide with Piaget's; within the stage of between 4 tolO, a child's art explores
significant ideas, relationships, and concepts. Piaget's centration, centering on
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one stage at a time, and Lowenfeld's schematic stage, the need to discover
objective order, are in direct correlation.
Piaget showed little interest in the affective realm of children's cognition
including art, fantasy, humor, or other areas considered figurative (Gardner,
1994, p.6). Piaget split the concept of figurative knowledge to mean when the
object is retained as a mental image and operative knowledge meaning when the
focus is on the action of that object (Gardner, 1983).
Comparisons and Critiques
Cognitive scientists aimed to connect symbolic representation to the realm
of logic where symbols, numbers, and words could be manipulated according to
specifiable rules (Gardner, 1990). However, critics of cognitive theories complain
that they bind verbal knowledge and powers of concept too tightly to theories
about children's art, and require that artistic concept formation necessarily
depends on and follows sensory experience (Feldman, 1970).
Widely accepted ideas about myth, ritual, symbols, artistic form and a vast
number of symbolic competencies other than language challenge the exclusive
use of cognitive theories (Gardner, 1990). Nelson Goodman (1968) suggests that
different symbolic systems might call for different kinds of skill profiles in the arts
and other disciplines (Gardner, 1990, p.265).
Once the arts and sciences are seen to involve working with inventing,
applying, reading, transforming, manipulating symbol systems that agree and
differ in certain specific ways, we can perhaps undertake pointed psychological
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investigation of how tlie pertinent sl<ills inhibit or enhance one another and the
outcome might well call for changes in educational technology.
Based on this idea of Goodman's, called notionality, others began to see
that multiple levels and traits in human development occur in concert rather than
in isolation (Michael, 1992; Azar, 1995). Harvard's Project Zero, which sees arts
education as an interdisciplinary, collaborative effort expanding the potential of
psychological consequences of symbolic competencies in children, built on this
foundation (Gardner, 1990). For example, children in the scribbling stage, are
developing and establishing speech patterns as they coordinate motor
development with vision. And, as children use materials and activities in
scribbling, they develop not only vision and motor coordination but also
breathing, speaking habits, and a myriad of other motor and cognitive skills. This
crucial process aids both artistic development and the development of the whole
child (Michael, 1982).
The Piagetian approach influenced Goodman's further research and
analysis of symbolic representation as neither inherently artistic or non- artistic.
Thus, data collected by one researcher promoted the work of another. Cognitive
theorists and scientists have raised our awareness that creativity is not a fixed
skill native to certain people but rather a result of a group of basic cognitive
processes that are available to us all (Azar, 1995).
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Psychological Development and Creativity
Many researchers have studied the creative personality (Jung, 1969;
Torrance, 1979; Gardner, 1980; Junge,1988; Ward, T., Finke, R. & Smit, S.,
1995; Winner, 1997). Insights into areas such as motivation, ego development,
prodigies, domain strengths, and gender differences expand our understanding
of the psychological development of creativity.
Motivation
Studies focusing on the differences between intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation illustrate the potential of truly enjoying what one is doing. Intrinsic
motivation is the inner driving force which fuels and challenges our desire to do a
good job. Extrinsic motivation is driven by goals outside of the task itself
Research indicates that intrinsic motivation promotes creativity. On the opposite
end of the spectrum, a focusing on external incentives may derail one's direction
to do well, curbing motivation and leaving the individual feeling uninspired
(Frieberg, 1995).
Fundamental to the creative process is the continuous search for meaning
(Gordon, 1978), which motivates the creator towards the recurring process of
discovery. Motivation fuels the creative process, igniting the essential flame that
will continue to feed the fire of inquiry and continual search for meaning
(Lowenfeld, 1968; Gordon, 1978). Henri Poincare, a 19th century French
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mathematician, saw four stages in the creative process: In the preparatory
stage one consciously struggles to question one's beliefs while trying to trust
knowledge that can help solve a problem. In the incubation stage, the problem
burrows in and germinates; the individual may not be able to see the planted
seed but hopes that it has taken root enough to break ground. In the inspiration
stage the riddle is solved; suddenly and dramatically, the answer fills the creator
with exuberance and glee, in the verification stage, the creator puts her feet back
on the ground to critically test and verify the final analysis (Jasnow, 1975;
Brothers, 1997; West, 1999).
Ego
Embedded in Poincare's four identified stages is the ability to use and
suspend one's ego functions. During the preparatory and the verification stages
the creators must use their predominant ego functions to struggle between the
known and the unknown, a process called "unconscious scanning" or "creative
suspension of frontiers" (Gordon, 1978, p. 132). This ability to suspend ego
functioning to nsk the unknown and to forfeit control has been linked to the
creative personality, as the creator must suspend earlier beliefs to allow the
unconscious and conscious to clash and break boundaries. Researchers have
linked boundary breaking to the creative process and ego functioning
(Eisner, 1966 Feidman 1970; Manheim, 1998; Miller, 1986). Rollo May suggested
that within the p'-ocess of creativity we destroy and rebuild ourselves and the
world at the saTie time (Cattaneo, M. & Malchiodi, C, 1988).
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Conflict, discipline, frustration, pain, and tragedy have been identified as
essential tools for increasing ego strength, self-esteem, and self-confidence
(Manheinn,1998). Maslow believed that we all have a basically good inner core
that is influenced partly by culture and individual uniqueness and that the
destructiveness is a reaction against the frustration of our basic needs,
emotions, and capacities. We compound destructiveness by suppressing our
inner core leading to illness. But if we can draw out that neutral inner core we
increase our ego strength, self-esteem, and move towards health. Thus, these
destructive forces of conflict and tragedy actually help each of us become more
self -actualized and move toward stronger ego functioning and health (p. 101).
Whether ego functioning involves some ego suppression or passivity
towards an inner conflict or a strengthening sense of ego to break boundaries
and explore unknown territory, it becomes an intrinsic part of the creative
personality. In all these instances, the creative personality involves the ego on
different levels. From the varying degrees of ego functioning, creative potential
may grow and flourish. Indeed, the developing creative potential enhances ego
integrity and an inner sense of balance (Manheim, 1998).
Special Talents, Domain Creativity, and Prodigies
This creative potential may manifest itself in various ways, including
special talents, domain creativity and prodigies which I further explore here.
Although these three areas of inquiry are not parallel, they do have strong
similarities and interwoven characteristics.
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Gifted children can be identified by a particular personality style.
Whether children are interested in the visual arts or any one particular domain,
gifted children have a strong ability to focus, an intense drive to master, and a
strong sense of independence and nonconformity. Such children not only know
they are different, but take pride in being different (Winner, 1997).
Differences in children who are artistically gifted go beyond personality
and drive. Winner (1997) sees evidence of an innate, biological basis for artistic
giftedness which is associated with left-handedness, language-related problems
such as dyslexia, and a range of visual-spatial perceptual strengths. These
particular characteristics have been referred to as a "pathology of superiority" by
Geshwind (1997, cited in Winner), a neurologist whose research suggests that
these children have atypical brains rather than any special social development
and/or environmental experiences. They may have visual/spatial strengths rather
than language skills and are drawn to art to compensate for their lesser abilities
in language (p.25).
Greenacre (1978, cited in Gordon, p. 140) sees four basic characteristics
of children with special creative talents, evident at the very beginning of life:
1. An intensified awareness toward sensory stimulation, so much so that
the breastfeeding infant for example, demonstrates a heightened
sensitivity to all of the sensory qualities of their mother's breast.
2. Along with this sensory awareness, (gifted children demonstrate) an
increased awareness of the relationship between various stimuli. A gifted
child tends to, out of the realm of ordinary, harmonize or conjoin
relationships between stimuli that are similarly or differentially connected
on some level. This competency allows the gifted child a better ability to
reduce the effect of traumatic events of potentially critical situations.
3. An increased disposition towards greater and deeper empathetic
qualities which tend to protect the child's inner world and thus afford an
added barrier or protection against outside pressures.
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4. An increased ability to externalize and tap a heightened sensorimotor
ability to express inner feelings. In this way, education can be especially
helpful in encouraging manual, motor and intellectual skills.
These gifted children do not lose their interest in art as ordinary children
usually do during their middle school years, but many do drop out of the visual
arts (Winner, 1997) when, as Eisner, (1982, cited in Michael) reports, children
become more interested in "making it look right "(p. 13-14).
Gardner (1993) identifies the creative individual as "one who regularly
solves problems or fashions products in a domain, and whose work is considered
both novel and acceptable by knowledgeable members of a field" (p.35).
Gardner has studied domain creativity in Arts PROPEL and Harvard's Project
Zero; I explore these further below . As reported in Gardner (1990), the idea of
domains was first studied by David Feldman (1980,1986) and Mihaly
Csikszentmihaiyi (1988) forming a basis for Gardner's work.
Other educational programs that do not look exclusively at the gifted and
talented child (Kay & Subotnik,1994; Cline & Hegeman,1999; Stein, 1999) are still
similar to Gardner's because they focus on ways to develop creativity by
integrating the arts in the regular curriculum. Talent Profiles which aim to identify
and develop the creative potential in children and train teachers to nurture these
abilities, dispel the bias that creativity is an exclusive domain belonging only to
an elite few (Stem 1999).
Feldman i:i970) an educationally oriented developmental psychologist,
studied the phenomenon of the child prodigy whom he sees as having certain
developmenta coincidences. These include : " an inborn proclivity, considerable
pressure from pa'-ents and family, excellent teachers, high motivation, and.
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perhaps most importantly, a culture In which that proclivity has a chance to
flower ( p.27).
Gardner (1982, p.201) says that it is impossible to tell which gifted child
will finally achieve mastery in a certain domain, and submits a simple formula for
successful cultivation of a gifted individual:
First, take an individual who, initially with little support from the
environment, exhibits a strong proclivity toward a particular medium of
expression. Place that child in a family and a culture that cares about this
particular medium and that provides the child with plenty of opportunity to
explore and to master the medium. Add the requisite experiences in the
rigors and vicissitudes of life - pleasures, pains, conflicts, opportunities for
self reflection and self examination. Finally recreate the atmosphere of
classical Athens, Renaissance Florence, or turn of the century Vienna. If
such a recipe could be followed, it might actually produce a bevy of
innovative individuals.
However, as Gardner points out, until this model can be further tested, it is better
kept in psychological theory than in child-rearing texts.
Gender Differences
What are the gender differences in creativity? As a myriad of individuals
including psychologists, scientists, artists, and physiologists furiously pan for
brilliant gems of knowledge to shine a light on differences in gender and
creativity, they may reflect more of their own beliefs, assumptions, and biases.
Despite the bounty of their data, we are still as far from a universal understanding
of gender differences and creativity as we are from the center of the earth.
Neurologically, researchers attest that the differences, if any, between
female and male brains are small and that different gender brains do the same
things, but do them differently (Hales, 1999). I present further data on this topic in
other sections.
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Physiological Development and Creativity
The intersection of creativity and physiological processes is fascinating.
How is creativity developed in the brain? Where does it exist in our neurological
make up? Can we nourish and expand its development? If so, how is that
accomplished? These questions merit further exploration and examination and
will be explored through the multiple lenses of historical and theoretical aspects,
gender differences in cognitive abilities, transformative qualities and pathology
and creativity.
Historical Aspects
Aristotle believed that thinking occurred in the heart. The brain, according
to this great philosopher, was there only to cool the blood, and thus prevent the
heart from overheating (Harth, 1993). It wasn't until the end of the 19th century
that scientists understand that neurons, not the fluid-filled cavities in the brain,
are the site of more complex brain functions (p.24). Research involving neural
pathways and connections identified more specific functions in the brain. Within
the next 50 years, creativity came to be identified as a primary thought process
operating at the lower, more primitive level in cognitive functioning (Kris, 1953).
In the 1950s and 1960s R.W. Sperry (1992, cited in Falk), winner of the
1981 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine, experimented with split-brain
operations or commissurotomy, for patients suffering from otherwise fatal
epilepsy. He actually severed the corpus callosum and other structures which
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connected both the right and left hemispheres of the brain (Falk,1992; West,
1999). Sperry's research provided clear evidence of differences in brain
functioning in the right and left hemispheres, laying the foundation for further
inquiry in such areas as creative processing.
Theoretical Aspects
Arieti (1976) first spoke of a "magical synthesis" between the primitive
unconscious and the cognitive functioning levels of the mind. Calling this a
"tertiary process", he helped to discriminate between the primary unconscious
and the secondary logical processes of the brain. Arieti's concept of this third
aspect of the levels of brain functioning was subsequently identified as a
discernible yet related process.
Building on Arieti's work, other theorists stated that creativity dwells in the
higher-functioning levels of the brain such as the frontal lobe and cerebral cortex
(Kosslyn, 1973; May, 1975; Arieti, 1976). More recent experiments by Harvard's
Stephen Kosslyn (1993), among others, have provided evidence that mental
images precede symbolic or verbal coded representations. Although Kosslyn
does assert that this research does not support a literal interpretation of Images
as "pictures" occurring in the brain, he defines creativity as the ability to not only
contemplate something in its absence but to internalize something never seen
before.
Other researchers have expanded on this idea. For example, Erich Harth
(1993), a Professor of Physics at Syracuse University, describes creativity as an
internal sketch pad of sorts. Musicians and artists begin with a sketch of an
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image or a rough draft of their idea, then "reintake" of the projection leading to
further contemplation, and perhaps refinement, before they accept the final
projection (p.75). This externalization of the original idea leads to what Harth
describes as the creative loop.
As an example of Harth's concept of the internal sketchpad, consider how
Kekule, a chemist, said he discovered the structure of the benzene ring. He had
"pondered the problem for some time", then fell asleep.
"Again the atoms were gamboling before my eyes....My mental
eye. ..could now distinguish larger structures... all twinkling and twisting
like motion. But look! What was that? One of the snakes had seized hold
of its' own tail, and the form whirled mockingly before my eyes. As if by a
flash of lightening I awoke." (Brothers, 1997, p.6)
Brothers (1997, p. 6), explains that the " spontaneous inner image of the
snake biting its own tail suggested to Kekule that organic compounds such as
benzene, are not open structures but closed rings." This connection, or "tertiary
process" between inner imagery and metaphor links two anomalous entities,
bringing nonverbal thought to verbal consciousness where it is believed to
develop in the right hemisphere. This particular hemisphere specializes in
images and nonlinear thought and has been identified as the most likely source
of creative insight (Brothers, 1997, p.6).
Harth's notion of the creative loop and internal sketch pad, illustrated by
Kekule's creative processing, show that creative thinking is a natural process in
human development; creativity is not the artist's exclusive, as had been believed
for centuries.
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Gender Differences in Cognitive Abilities
Scientists quickly began to expand on Sperry's discovery of hemispheric
specialization to explain the long conjectured gender differences in brain
functioning: female strengths in verbal tasks and the male strength in spatial
visualization (Fauso-Sterling, 1985). After hundreds of hemispheric specialization
studies on stroke and injury patients, researchers have identified more
similarities than differences. In the following excerpt, a scientist (1985, cited in
Fausto-Sterling, p. 51) summarize these findings.
Neither do the data overwhelmingly confirm that male brains show
greater functional asymmetry than female brains...One must not overlook
perhaps the most obvious conclusion, which is that basic patterns of male
and female asymmetry seem to be more similar than they are different
.
Some researchers believe that gender differences in cognitive abilities are
due more to the effects of sex hormones on the brain (Falk,1992) than the issue
of lateralization. For example, as reported in Hales (1999, p. 244) by Mark
George of the Medical University of South Carolina,
when a male puts his mind to work, brain scans show neurons turning on
in highly specific areas. When females set their minds on similar tasks, so
many brain cells light up that their bright colored scans glow like Las
Vegas at night.
Research into the possible connection between creativity and the
functions of the two hemispheres has shown that some creative individuals can
balance, and alternate between, the right and left hemispheres (and the
corresponding dissimilar modes of thought). A similar alteration has been
documented in studies of gifted children (West, 1997, p. 15).
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Long-term, large scale, meta-analyses of these data will better
distinguish these differences. Until then we must acknowledge, with Fausto-
Sterling (1992, p.52) that;
Any conclusions rest on one's choice of which studies to emphasize and
which to ignore. It is very tempting to argue that there are no convincing
data for sex-related differences in cognition or cerebral lateralization. In
fact, what is required is better research.
Transformative Qualities
Transformation and the creative process have been linked (Miller, 1986;
Cattaneo, M.& Malchiodi, C, 1988; Gardner, 1993). Somewhat like Kekule's
vision of the snake biting its own tail, transformation and creativity become
reciprocal: by feeding upon itself one provides the nourishment needed to sustain
the other.
Such an effect can produce an alternative experience for the creator:
artists after finishing their work may begin to study it in great detail as though it
were the work of somebody else, it may be "like awakening from a dream, when
we try to recall the dream with our gestalt faculties fully restored " (Ehrenzweig,
1967, p. 103).
This elusive process cannot be rendered well in academic prose. However
Jasnow (1975/76, p.23) beautifully articulates this transformative experience:
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Drawing From Life
Letting go - let go - the struggle to be loose.
With the first black mark on the white paper the struggle begins.
I know I am doing the drawing yet I must not let myself interfere. It is best
when it draws itself.
I want to draw what I see. I'll never do it! Drawing is with line and shadow.
The body lives. It is volume filling space and time.
I think I know what is out there but once I draw what I know, I lose the
connection.
I am always drawing myself. Part of me is now outside myself. It is visible.
The drawing now has an existence of its own. It is familiar and strange at the
same time. It's not what I had in mind but it's something.
Let the hand draw — let it go --let it be.
This theme surfaces continually throughout the literature on creativity
(May, 1975; London, 1989; Harth,1993; Miller, 1995). Jasnow speaks to Harth's
(1993) concept of the internal sketchpad and creative loop: one in verse and the
other in physiological terms. Jean Baker Miller (1995) describes this
transformative process as a form of personal creativity, in which one
continuously brings forth a changing vision of oneself. Whether through a
scientific discovery or a great painting, this externalized image becomes
internalized and the metamorphosis continues.
Pathology and Creativity
Many have written about the therapeutic aspects of creativity (Jung, 1969;
May, 1975; Landgarten,1981; Rhyne, 1984; Cattaneo et al, 1988; London, 1989;
McNiff,1992) and although my professional background as an art therapist brings
many resources to this specific area of inquiry, this is not where my research is
aimed. It is important to note, however, that research in art therapy points to the
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transformative qualities in creating art to recognize and engage "the power of
art to heal, motivate, teach, and empower" (Hooyenga ,K., Keoll, C. & Trenn, E.,
1997, pp.37). McNiff (1992) sees the making of art as medicine that proceeds
through different phases of creation and reflection; through this process,
individuals learn how to step aside and watch themselves. Through this ability,
one takes the perspective of the other and can become an agent of
transformation. In this way healing may occur and our spirit is transformed in
each phase of our connections with creativity (p. 2).
Social Development and Creativity
In this section I will present data about how family, culture, and social
experiences play an important role in our creative development. Biological
considerations, and gender differences are important elements to consider in this
process and provide the reader with a comprehensive view of social
development and creativity.
Environmental Influences and Experiences
Social and cultural contexts affect our lives from the moment our infant
eyes first gaze out upon the world (Feldman,1970; Eisner, 1976; Gardner, 1990;
Brittain,1994; Fineberg,1998). Support structures in our environment influence
the very core of who we are and who we will become.
This makes it all the more fascinating to realize that researchers looking at
a child's art have rarely been able to determine the child's nationality (Kellogg,
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the globe use the same shapes to form windows and walls when drawing
houses. I explore this further below.
When and how, then, do environmental differences begin to produce
social differences in our creative development? What impact do social
development and creativity have on families and community support structures,
gender differences, and cultural support structures? These three areas represent
an ever-widening circle of influence on our experiences as infant to adult. In this
section I will focus on how these elements contribute to an individual's social
development and creativity.
Biological Considerations
Studies show that environmental influences directly impact neurological
development, enhancing or thwarting an individual's creative potential (Gardner,
1983). Gardner (1983) theorizes five Principles of Plasticity during Eariy Life
which significantly impact neural development. These principles form a
foundation for further discussion.
1
.
In the very eariiest stages of life, there is a maximum flexibility in
neurological repair if one encounters severe injury or damage to the brain.
In the case of removal of ectodermal tissue around the eye for example,
contiguous cells can develop or the central nervous system (CNS) may
devise an alternate route or connection.
2. As a counterpoint, depending on critical periods in development,
irreversible damage to the CNS may occur. An illustration of this is that
from the third to fifth postnatal week in felines, visual development is
irreversibly damaged if for some reason one eye is deprived of light.
Antithetically the opposite is likely in that rapid development may be
enhanced given the proper stimulation during such critical periods in
development.
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3. There is a varying degree of what is called uncommittedness by regions
of the brain that operate in a widely diverse manner. This is better
demonstrated by the following example. During the first few years of life
removal of an entire hemisphere still does not bar an individual from use
of language in a reasonably normal fashion. This, according to
neurobiologists is due to large portions of the cortex that remains
uncommitted or able to be used for disparate use.
4. If factors persist that intercede or influence development, an individual
will not mature normally. Especially during specific sensitive periods in
visual inputs of a cat's eyes for example, if the neural system is expecting
proper stimulation to occur on a certain timetable and it does not, the cat
will not function properly in its environment.
5. Some injuries to the nervous system may not become evident until later
in development. Frontal lobe damage where complex organized forms of
behavior develop, may not surface until the individual is expected to carry
out those functions. And the certain anatomical reorganizations that result
from brain injury may prove counterproductive when other skills are
needed later on in life. ( pp.41 -42)
Theoretically, infants may be able to overcome any developmental or
environmental retardation as long as three specific criteria exist:
1
.) There is no irreparable biological damage on which later functioning
will depend;
2.) If learning opportunities they may have missed are made available to
them;
3.) If specific critical periods of neural development have not tragically
coincided with missed experiences or stimulation that may not be able
to be replaced (Dworetzky,1993 p. 488).
Development of the central nervous system and neural development
continues throughout childhood; at adolescence the brain undergoes a process
called pruning in which millions of neurological connections die while others
remain and settle into patterns for adult life (Gardner, 1983; Goleman, 1993).
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Possibly the more established (or more often used) neural pathways are hardier
and better able to survive pruning (Goleman, 1993).
How are neural pathways strengthened in children? Can they be made
hardier by more frequent use? The second and fourth of Gardner's Principles of
Plasticity hinge directly on family/parental/caregiver supports within the early
stages of development in particular. In the following sections, I focus on these
principles and the second of three criteria for overcoming developmental
retardation as they are most relevant to external stimuli in the developmental
stages.
Family and Community Support
Researchers accept that social supports and connections can enhance or
erode a child's creative potential, making them an integral influence on the child's
development as a whole person (Kellogg, 1967; Feldman,1970; Eisner, 1972;
Fausto-Sterling,1992; Gardner, 1999). Gardner (1993) analyzed the collective
development in childhood of creative individuals such as Einstein, Freud, and
Gandhi; he believes that "all creative activity grows, first, out of the relationships
between an individual and the objective world of work, and second, out of the ties
between an individual and other human beings" (p.9). In particular, emotional
"ties" between parent and child may affect the development of creativity.
As Gardner (1993) illustrates in his case studies, these individuals were
perceived as nart>onng special talents and abilities and treated as such. Their
families responded by positively reinforcing this notion through their daily life
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activities, nurturing and sometimes indulging the children's interests. In
particular, Einstein could spend long hours, even days contemplating a question
or subject matter without anyone interaipting his flow or rhythm. Freud's parents
patterned their family life after their son's needs, placing them above those of
other family members. And Martha Graham's parents, troubled by her incessant
lying, told her to set up a small theater in her home and encouraged "pretend"
there rather than continue to admonish her for her wrongdoings. Her father
reportedly explained to her that when one lies, one's movements do not: one's
emotions are evident through the arch of the back or the clench of a fist. This
information certainly proved useful to her in her future dance career (Gardner,
1993).
Thus all these individuals had their creative potential fostered in their
childhood surroundings. These early experiences provided valuable links to
future endeavors and unique success in their chosen fields.
As an antithesis to the development of creativity, seven "creativity killers"
have been identified by Teresa Amabile, a psychologist at Brandeis University
(Goleman,1993, pp. 61-62).
Creativity Killers
1.) Surveillance : hovering over kids, making them feel that they're
constantly being watched while working.
2.) Evaluatio n: making kids worry about how others judge what they're
doing.
3.) Rewards : excessive use of prizes, such as gold stars, money or toys.
4.) Competition : putting kids in a desperate win-lose situation where only
one person can come out on top.
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5.) Over-control : telling kids exactly how to do things -their
schoolwork, their chores, even their play.
6.) Restricting choice : telling children which activities they should
engage instead of letting them flow where their curiosity and
passion lead.
7.) Pressure: establishing grandiose expectations for a child's
performance.
Caregivers who can avoid such negative environmental restrictions and
allow children to follow their passions and proclivities, can honor a child's
individuality and allow the capacity for creative experience to grow and develop
(Brittain, W. & Lambert, D., 1968; Feldman, 1970; Eisner, 1976; Dworetzky,
1993; Goleman, 1993). In an appropriate environment, neural adaptation and
growth reverberate and reinforce positive effects. Research on rats and other
species demonstrates that brain size is affected by engaging the individual in an
enriched environment. For example, if only one half of the brain is stimulated in a
richer environment, that half will respond with discernible changes in cell
structure (Gardner, 1983).
Another relevant illustration comes from neuroanatomical studies on
artists and musicians. Though these studies are not definitive, because brain size
has not been directly connected to levels of ability, researchers have
demonstrated that painters have a larger layer of cells in the visual cortex and
musicians have larger than normal regions of auditory cells in their brains
(Gardner, 1983).These findings suggest that neural growth and development are
directly affected by neural activity.
Other theories influence this hypothesis. The phenomenon biologists call
"selective cell death" raises some poignant questions. For example; Why do
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some cells proliferate and others atrophy? Is this directly correlated to the social
environment we are first exposed to as children? To date, scientists and
researchers cannot provide clear evidence or solid answers to these questions.
However, they agree that this critical information may not be so elusive.
For example, using the data now available about Amabile's Seven
Creativity Killers (Goleman, 1993) and Gardner's (1983) Principles of Plasticity,
we can identify some basic guidelines to create an enriched environment to
enhance children's creativity. The environmental influence of parents and/or
caregivers is significant. These influences continue through the community
support systems of programs that approach the symbolic language of art. Dr.
Peter London (1994) outlines one example in his book Step Outside: Community
Based Art Education .
To London (1994), community is "not simply a conglomeration of people
and places; it also involves a pattern of interaction" (p.46). Here, community-
based art programs bring together the artist and art to not only discover "the
nature of the world but, of equal importance, the nature of the self (p. 42). The
production of art has been tied to the building and nurturance of several qualities:
self-esteem and self-identity (Gardner, 1994; Miller, 1995: London, 1995),
cognitive thought (Eisner, 1976; Gardner, 1982; Lowenfeld, 1987) and the value of
supporting children s symbolic representation (Edwards, C, Gandini, L. &
Forman.G 1996)
These e.e'rients have also been used in the basic tenets of the Reggio
Emilia School m ita'y An eclectic approach to creating an enriched community
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environment is the foundation of the Reggio Emilia school and is outlined in the
book The Regqio Emilia Approach to Early Childhood Education(1995). The
school was created soon after WWII by parents and teachers who shared a
vision of community. Drawing on Piaget, Erikson, Dewey, Wallon, Vygotsky
,
Montessori, Agazzi, Gardner, and Bateson, to name a few, they cast a wide net,
combining theories of education, social science, neuroscience, psychology and
philosophy (Edwards, C, Gandini, L., & Forman,G., 1995).
An environment rich in symbolic language and permeated with a pattern
of interaction is clearly evident in the beliefs about creativity that exist in Reggio
Emilia;
Creativity should not be considered a separate mental faculty but characteristic
of our way of thinking, knowing, and making choices;
1.) Creativity seems to emerge from multiple experiences, coupled
with a well-supported development of resources, including a sense
of freedom to venture beyond the known;
2.) Creativity seems to express itself through cognitive,
affective, and imaginative processes. These come together and
support the skills for predicting and arriving at unexpected
solutions;
3.) The most favorable situation for creativity seems to be
interpersonal exchange, with negotiation of conflicts and
comparison of ideas and actions being the decisive elements;
4.) Creativity seems to find its power when adults are less tied to
prescriptive teaching methods, but instead become observers and
interpreters of problematic situations;
5.) Creativity seems to be favored or disfavored according to the
expectations of teachers, schools, families, and communities as
well as society at large, according to the ways children perceive
those expectations;
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6.) Creativity becomes more visible when adults try to be more
attentive to the cognitive processes of children than to the results
they achieve in various fields of doing and understanding;
7.) The more teachers are convinced that intellectual and
expressive activities have both multiplying and unifying possibilities,
the more creativity favors friendly exchanges with imagination and
fantasy;
8.) Creativity requires that *the school of knowing find
connection with the school of expressing, opening the
doors (this is our slogan) to the hundred languages of
children. (Edwards et al, 1995 p.70-71).(*Emphasis
found in direct quote)
In this context, creativity is part of everyday life. The community supports
and uses the creative potential in each Reggio Emilia child as a tool to expand on
their internal sketchpad (Harth, 1993). Feeding this wellspring of expression
nourished by a richness of community, supports and expands the creative
potential in each and every individual being.
Gender Differences and Cultural Influences
Few research studies have focused on gender differences and creativity
(Hales, 1999). Theories of gender development, however, are so closely
connected with other factors such as stereotypes, social class, race, age,
ethnicity, culture, birth order, and sexuality that it is difficult to tease them out
(Thorne, 1995). Theories on gender identity, cultural influences, and social
learning, show that these factors are not only multidimensional, but also
cumulative in their effects on life experiences and gender development.
The above section on biological considerations serves as a prepared
canvas on which a palette of colors, including gender identity and cultural
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influences, can intermingle with other environmental influences to create the full
image of an individual. In this section I will focus on social development and
aspects of gender and culture as they relate to creativity.
The brain's final "wiring diagram" as so many writers like to call it, is not a
printed circuit, stamped out in accordance with a great genetic blueprint. It
resembles more the weaving of an untutored artisan who, starting out with a
general plan in mind, modifies it in the course of his or her work, using the
available material and dyes, while covering up or making use of mistakes in
pattern (Fausto-Steriing,1992, p.77).
Gender Identity Theories
Researchers have found that between the ages of 4 to 1 months
imitation has a very important influence on infants' behavior (Konner,1991;
Thorne,1994). Other theorists confirm the importance of role models in
developing both giris' and boys' gender identity (Kaschak,1992).
When caregivers and infants imitate each other's facial expressions, hand
movements and vocal or manual actions over the course of the first year, infants
share a sense of kinship, "like-me-ness" that not only brings pleasure to both
caregiver and child, but also communicates meaningful and mutually
comprehensible signals (Solso,1997, pp.77-78).
Researchers also believe gender identity is generally established by the
time the child is between 12 and 18 months of age (Kaschak, 1992). By the age
of 1 and 1/2 to 3, children can idenfify gender related games, toys, clothing,
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and tools as either masculine or feminine. They will learn by age 7 that their
gender identity is permanent (Konner, 1991). Children establish their respective
identity by directly observing role models and will pattern behavior from these
templates (Gardner, 1980; Konner, 1991; Dworet2ky,1993). Interestingly, children
increasingly resist attempts to thwart this sex segregation (Konner, 1991;
Thorne,1994; Maccoby,1998) as they mature. In Maccoby's (1998) study of
favohte playmates among fourth, fifth, and sixth graders, children chose same-
sex playmates nearly 1 00% of the time.
Research confirms that even in cases where a child was brought up in the
opposite gender and the correct gender was discovered later, both females and
males continued to identify with gender in which they were raised
(Maccoby,1998). In the late 1970's, Imperato-McGinley conducted a
contradictory study in the Dominican Republic in the city of Santo Domingo
(Dworet2ky,1993). This research focused on a fairly common genetic disorder in
which obscures the correct sex of babies. Imperato-McGinley focused on 38
boys who were raised as girls: a biogenetic deficiency prevents the full
development of genitalia until adolescence. Thirty-eight boys who had been
brought up as girls because their genitalia, due to a biogenetic deficiency, had
not fully developed until adolescence, were part of this study. Imperato-McGinley
found that once more hormones secrete, clitoris lengthened into a penis, the
voice deepened, and the body became more muscular. Then these children
made an easy transition to their new adolescent roles as boys even though they
had been previously socialized as girls. Imperato-McGinley concluded that
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because these boys' brains had already been masculinized in the womb, they
had little problem adjusting (p. 366). This finding contradicts those who stress
hormonal programming. Other social theorists might argue that because this
particular culture accepted and supported the role change (some parents were
even proud that their daughter was really their son!), the adjustment was
unconstrained (p. 366). This is also a case where culture can directly inhibit or
enhance gender identity.
Gardner (1982) reports that by the age 6 or 7, children are no longer
totally egocentric. The standards and expectations of culture in communities,
school environments, or other organized group learning situations are important
in a child's life (Gardner, 1982), as cultural identity plays an important role in this
developmental system.
Cultural Identity Theories
The group-socialization theory of Judith Harris (1995) suggests that
elements of a group are passed on to children as a group (Maccoby, 1998). So,
while parents are important models for their children, they may conflict with the
practices of the larger culture. If so, a child will take on those characteristics
prescribed by the larger culture, particularly after puberty.
Gender identity can be seen as a cultural factor in its own right. However,
this next section will focus on non-Western traditional cultures to provide a wider
perspective on how culture can affect gender identity.
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Early in life children make inferences based on the practices they observe
in their culture (Maccoby, 1998). This concept can be seen in societies where the
differential training of gender begins very early and may be more overt. For
example, in an African village 2 year-old girls were observed stepping to the side
of a path and lowering their eyes when a male approached; that culture favors
males over females and girls are expected to defer to males. Also, Whiting and
Edwards (1988) say that in societies where men have the higher status, boys will
make the strongest and earliest efforts to distance themselves from females,
even including their mothers (Maccoby, 1998).
The Six Cultures Project, the first quantitative, cross-cultural study to
compare children's behavior, included children from agricultural societies in
Kenya, Mexico, Philippines, Japan, India, and the U.S. (Konner, 1991).
Observers identified the percentages of time these children spent at play, work,
casual social interaction, and formal learning. As cited in Konner (1991), an
average of the first five societies was taken and compared to that in the U.S. as
shown in Table 1. below. Specifically, the differences in work and formal learning
were studied:
Table 1.3
Five Countries Compared Averages
Five Countries Average
WORK 17% -Five compared to 2% -U.S^
Countries
FORMAL 5% -Five compared to 16%-U.S
LEARNING Countries
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Beatrice and John Whiting, the anthropologists who headed this study,
concluded that the work in which these rural children were engaged was no
more oppressive than the work at school in the United States. They pointed out
that chores cmcially support the social structure and children can learn from
them. For example, African boys who were assigned child-care duties were
more nurturing than boys who were not (Konner,1991). Thus, their "work" is not
just a "task"; it promotes meaning and affect.
Also relevant from this study is the percentage of time children spend
socializing and playing. In the five countries, children spend an average of 78%
of their time on casual play and social interactions and 82% in the U.S.. Although
the study did not directly specify how much time was exclusively spent with
parents, these higher percentages afford time for the effects of group learning to
be passed on as Harris' study implies.
Children also learn about gender differences and societal roles as they
observe both visual and verbal expressions (Todd, 1993). Portrayals of both
women and men in the visual arts throughout history speak loudly without saying
a word. The media bombard us with images to promote "products" by
"producers" of our social ideology:
...such gender imbalance in a particular social structure and its supporting
ideology fosters a variety of possible and contradictory positions for an
individual, all subject to constant conflict and verbal negotiations. Many of
these negotiations are played out in visual and verbal texts, themselves
products and producers of ideology that are subject to the codes and
conventions of their own institutional practice. (Todd, 1993, p. 283 )
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Children's artwork reveals gender differences in how a developing mind
perceive visual input. Gender and cultural developmental differences provide an
ample portal to view developmental changes. These variances are reflected in
Table 1 .4 and Table 1 .5. In Table 1 .4, they are arranged by "process" or
technical skill. In Table 1 .5 the "product" or drawings allow the reader to
compare and critique the data.
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Table 1.4
DEVELOPMENTAL GENDER DIFFERENCES IN CHILDREN'S ARTWORK
1 Name
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for same sex-preference in drawing (Hurlock, 1943; Baumgarten, 1952;
Brown; 1978).
Both Mortenson (1998) and Willisdon (1978) found girls tended to depict
the female body more proportionately and realistically. Males lagged behind both
in their manipulating the drawing tool (Koppitz, 1970) and in drawing identifiable
gender-related figures (Wilisdon, 1978).
Brown (1978), Hurlock (1943), and Baumgarten (1952), found a
same-sex preference in drawing human figures. Supporting this are Maccoby's
(1998) work and Baumgarten's findings that by age 9, 100% of boys drew males
and during spontaneous drawings 94% of females drew only girls.
Koppitz (1969) reported that the girls were able to attract more special
attention and approval through the superiority of their drawings and use of
medium which was attributed to their better motor coordinafion and fine motor
skills (Collins, 1996). This attention is a double edged sword; as Colbert (1996)
points out, it manifests itself quite negatively towards females within a classroom
setting where their proficiency becomes rewarded by less teacher interacfion
which lowers their self esteem and independence (Sadker & Sadker, 1994).
Since these studies involve Western children within the last half century, it
is reasonable to explore cross cultural correlation. Kellogg (1967), Lowenfeld
(1987), and Gardner (1980) found universal similarities among drawings of
children of various cultures However in the Table 1.5 Alland (1993, cited in
Dworetzky) an anthropologist at Columbia University, observed children's
drawings from a^^erent cultures.
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Table 1.5
DEVELOPMENTAL CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN CHILDREN'S ARTWORK
Name
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mealtimes for an extended time. Their elaborate drawings are completed over a
long length of time (p. 463). Japanese children are taught complex shapes and
attention to detail in kindergarten and are well endowed with instruction and
materials; their drawings show "superior figurative" ability. Compared to United
States children of the same age, "Japanese children appear to make more
complete, more interesting, and more harmoniously structured pictures"
(Dworetzky, 1993, p. 154).
Although these explanations are all speculative, Alland provides some
interesting and powerful effects of culture on learning even when formal
schooling is not available. The consistency in shapes, figures and forms that
Kellogg (1967) says dominate in children's artwork from 30 different countries
may exist only until the child enters the group socialization stage. Then the
effects of culture may over rule any other effects.
Visual art is a valuable language from which to better understand what
culture teaches children and what they see in the world around them. Children
draw not only what they see, but what they know (Feldman, 1970). When the
culture empowers children with this tool by teaching them not only the intrinsic
value of art but also how to use visual art to understand their world, their ability
to communicate through imagery is greatly enhanced (Lowenfeld,1987;
Eisner, 1976; Gardner, 1982; Kellogg, 1967).
Creativity provides unlimited potential in the hands of all mortals, whether
they are cooks or artists. Creativity may be fostered in a myriad of environments.
In education, art, science, technology, and industry, as a culture, we are actively
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seeking ways to make people more creative in their thinking (Lowenfeld, 1968).
Creativity is the catalyst that transforms everyday intelligence into extraordinary
genius; when added to the mix of natural talents and abilities, creativity will
transcend any barrier.
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CHAPTER III
Leadership and Creativity
The definition found in a bookshelf dictionary may not concur with the
various definitions researchers have used on the subject of leadership. There
has been a wide range of explorations of this topic (Scholtes, 1998; Kotter,1988;
Kanter,1989; Spears, 1996; Rimm, S 1999; Covey, 1990; Gardner, 1995;
Burns, 1978; Cantor etal, 1992).
The Amehcan Heritage Dictionary (1992) defines a leader as :
1 One that leads or guides.
2. One in charge or in command of others.
3. a. The head of a political party or organization.
b. One who has influence or power, esp. of a political nature.
4.a A conductor.. .b. the principal performer.
The implication of concepts such as "in command", "power", or "in
charge", are part of a more traditional model of leadership. Over time these terms
have evolved into very different concepts of leadership and represent only a slice
of the leadership roles we now see represented in our corporate, social,
economic, academic, and cultural environments. This is in part due to the
evolution of women leaders and their recent contributions to more traditional and
identifiable leadership positions (Rosener,1990; Rodd, 1994; Collins, 1996).
Women in traditional leadership roles were scarce in the last 100 years
(Rimm, 1999 p. 18). This contributes to why our vision of leaders usually include
traditional male centered models such as ; Abraham Lincoln, Theodore
Roosevelt, Alexander the Great, and Napoleon Bonaparte (Gardner, 1995 p. 4).
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Differences in not only the way that women and men define leadership but
how differently they perceive their own leadership styles is a fascinating
phenomenon to study. In a survey sponsored by the International Women's
Forum, Judy Rosener (1990) has documented this development. Rosener (1990)
reported that although there were some similarities between men and women
leaders, women reported their performance as leaders differently than men. For
example, men would relate their leadership style as (how management experts
would describe) "transactional" leadership or leading a succession of
transactions with subordinates. In the same study, when women describe their
style, they use the reference term of "transformational" leadership which equates
to when workers share power with leaders in a more collaborative and interactive
style (Rosener, 1990). More on Rosener's study will be included in
Contemporary Models of Leadership.
These variances in perception between women and men lead us to yet
another sea of inquiry concerning leadership styles. James MacGregor Burns
(1978) in a famous book on leadership of asks several pertinent questions about
this topic:
Is leadership simply innovation-cultural or political? Is it essentially
inspirational? Mobilization of followers? Goal setting? Goal fulfillment? Is a
leader the definer of values? Satisfier of needs? If leaders require
followers, who leads whom from where to where, and why? How do
leaders lead followers without being wholly led by followers? Leadership is
one of the most observed phenomena on earth Leadership as a
concept has dissolved into small and discrete meanings. A recent study
turned up 130 definitions of the word (p. 178).
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It is necessary here to present a working definition of leadership. A firm
foundation based on theory, traditional and contemporary models and
developmental characteristics will be provided to support this definition of
leadership. Once this foundation has been established, the connection I am
making between leadership and creativity will become clearer.
Traditional Models of Leadership
The terms most identified with a traditional model of leadership are
hierarchical, male centered, militaristic (Scholtes, 1998) and possessing a motive
to gain power (Gardner, 1 995).
A male is surrounded by models of leadership from which to attach
meaning and role identity (Levinson, 1978). However, from childhood, it is difficult
to ascertain which children will rise to the forefront as leaders.
There is very little research on the socialization histories of the children
who emerge as leaders, or style-setters, in children's groups. We know from the
work by Charlesworth and LaFreniere (1983) that when children's groups are
competing for a scarce resource, it is the boys who individually rank high in
dominance in their pre-school setting, who win out in the competition, doing so
by the use of male-style strategies: pushing, threatening, commanding. If we
were able to show that these dominant boys had come from families who used
more physical punishment than other parents, did more rough-housing with their
children, gave them only masculine toys, or encouraged them to hold their own
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with other children even if this required fighting, we would have completed the
chain of evidence leading from parental socialization to sex-differentiated
interaction styles. So far, the evidence is lacking that would allow us to establish
this chain (Maccoby, 1998 p. 148).
This is very important in the study of traditional models. The terms used in
this excerpt to describe leadership styles, "dominance", "commanding", and "win
out in competition", very closely resemble the definition of a leader in the
American Heritage Dictionary. It is significant to connect these "male-style
strategies" (Maccoby, 1998) with the widely accepted definition of leader.
From childhood to the various stages in a man's life there are role models
to imphnt these "male-style strategies". Levinson (1978) researched mentor
relationships as "...complex and developmentally important a man can have in
his early adulthood" (p.98). This autonomous, ego centered identity is couched in
a developmental stage Levinson (1978, p.60) describes as "Becoming One's
Own Man". During this stage, Levinson identifies an inner conflict which steers
the adult male self toward a rising consciousness of self identity. Because of this
conflict, the mentor relationship represents more than teacher, guide, parent
figure or host; he represents a transitional figure to the aspiring male. Usually
older by 8-15 years, the mentor is exclusively the same gender in male adulthood
(Levinson, 1978). For future reference, it is important to note that women very
rarely serve as mentors to males and scarcely have other female mentors to
serve as same gender mentors because of their only recent visibility in the
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workplace and the extraordinary pressures of work and family that women of this
age group experience.
These engendered roles are steeped in the cultural values and economic,
technical and social/cultural trends of the times which have been identified as
"megatrends" (Covey, 1990).The following chart (Covey, 1990, p.283) will
provide a framework using historical references to explain how these traditional
and emerging trends affect the changing roles of leadership.
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Table 3.1
Contrasting Traditional and Emerging Trends in Leadership Roles
Traditional
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to see how far the pendulum swings from contrasting sides. It becomes clearly
evident that this extreme swing of the pendulum has brought about the critical
need for transformational change.
Transformational leadership is identified as the emerging leadership
style that instills a sense of purpose, value and meaning rather than relying on
power and position, politics and perks that has been part and parcel of the
traditional model of leadership. The extent of change needed is more easily
addressed by a transformational style of leadership rather than the more
traditional day-to-day, decision-to-decision transactional leadership style
(Burns, 1978).
There are also other studies that investigate alternate styles of leadership
which transcend the traditional role. In his study of historical models of
leadership, Gardner (1995) identifies two different types of leaders; direct and
indirect. Direct leaders influence in a persistent and sometimes resolute manner
such as Mussolini or Churchill. Indirect leaders such as Einstein or Margaret
Mead exercise their leadership through an idea or theory which influences
someone in an indirect way. Gardner (1995) captures an historical image of
individuals in leadership roles who significantly influence the thoughts, behaviors,
and/or feelings of an entire generation not by commanding or directing, but by
indirectly modeling behavior.
Direct and indirect leadership are delineated further by using the different
styles of Churchill and Einstein for example; Churchill is an example of a leader
who effects his direct leadership style by commanding others in a position of
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power whereas Einstein exerts his indirect leadership through imparting ideas
and creating theory that significantly alter beliefs and concepts.
Contemporary models of leadership are metamorphosing as we speak.
These evolving models of contemporary leadership will be discussed in the
following section as they provide an opportunity to observe the emerging trends
in motion.
Contemporary Models of Leadership
Contemporary models of leadership have been directly linked with
characteristics such as transformational, interactive (Rosener,1990), proactive,
catalytic, and patient (Covey 1990), midwife-leaders (Belenky et al,1991), strong
at interpersonal levels (Kotter,1988), and predominantly sharing with female -
centered qualities (Rosener, 1990; Belenky et al, 1997).
In psychological theory women have been identified as demonstrating
strength in group identity rather than autonomy. Scientific researchers (Piaget,
1932; Mead, 1934; Kohlberg, 1969; Lever, 1976) have historically identified this
relationship model as a deficit in moral development of women. Historically,
females were not considered as suitable for the demands of a leadership role
because of their lack of autonomous development.
Yet, the contemporary gurus of leadership such as Stephen Covey (1990)
emphasize not only independence or power but interdependence, which is a way
of recognizing the need and merit of collaborating, cooperating, and sharing of
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ideas. Howard Gardner (1995) relates his definition of a leader's ability to
influence thoughts, behaviors, and ideas of others. This does not equate to being
in charge or in command of but rather in collaboration with. I offer the reader
these variances in the definition of leadership to illustrate the wide discrepancies
and sometimes confusion in this process of defining terms.
From these various studies and research data I would postulate that if
leadership ability is contingent on influencing others through strength in group
identity, women are better suited for leadership positions than Piaget theorized.
Or, could it be that women are creating a new definition of leadership? Or is
leadership in theory different from practice? I would presume both assumptions
exist in reality and will hold those questions for further inquiry.
In the next section, I will review various forms of contemporary leadership
models and their developmental characteristics to afford the reader a broader
view of how theory and practice have evolved from the traditional hierarchical
model. I have chosen models that represent a connection to creating a new
version of leadership which is fluid yet firmly planted in the perspective of
meeting the challenges of contemporary leadership.
Midwife Leadership
Women have not had the mentor relationships men have been
accustomed to rely upon as part of their developmental process (Levinson, 1978;
Rosener,1990). Drawing from their socialization as women rather than accepting
the codes of conduct relegated to them from their previous female role models
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who were in ground breaking positions or from male centered leaders, a second
wave of women is creating a contemporary and nontraditional style of leadership
(Rosener,1990).
The socialization of women historically has been relegated to
improvisation or the act of "recombining partly familiar materials in new ways,
often in ways especially sensitive to context, interaction ...and in response to
new situations" (Bateson,1989 p.2). Women's careers have traditionally been
subordinated to other responsibilities in the home, with family, or their husband's,
child's or families' needs and have lacked formal authority and control over
others (Rosener, 1 990; Bateson,1990). The result is an interactive style of
leadership of motivating people at work toward a shared vision rather than
holding a center of dominance or power (Rosener, 1990).
An example of this shared vision is what researchers have called midwife
leadership;
Connected midwife leaders pull people into intense and continuous
discussions. They encourage everyone to question and construct views of
how things actually do work. They also encourage people to develop a
vision of how things ought to work. When that vision begins to come into
focus, the energy level of the group often soars. The people find
themselves posing more and more questions and searching, always
searching, for better answers. The group becomes sponge-like, soaking
up ideas and information that might address the problems on which they
are working. People work collaboratively-experimenting, testing, and
refining their hunches through hands on action projects and impassioned
conversations. As the ideas develop coherence and clarity, the group
becomes intensely committed to a common set of clearly defined goals
and to each other. Because the vision has become so clear in everyone's
minds and so vital to a better way of living, the people reach high,
stretching themselves in ways they would not have dreamed possible.
They find themselves going beyond the given, pushing each other's
thinking into new territory, seeing beyond what others see, and giving
names to things that have gone unnamed. As their project unfolds, the
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group often finds itself making such bold statements to the world that even
those who once dismissed them as Other-alien, incompetent, nothing-
begin to listen with new ears (Belenky et al, 1997 p. 14 -15).
Belenky et al (1997) describe and reference this approach to be a
maternal developmental model of leadership. Its matriarchal connection is
seeded from the role of mothers raising children. This connection can and has
been used by either gender; however, this leadership approach is one
connection that has been an invisible tradition without a separate name. Unlike a
dominating power clearly identified as separate from the whole, midwife
leadership is part of the weave of the integrated whole forming the strength of
connection between all the individual strands.
The power connected to the role of mothers is sometimes denied by
women because they often believe that if they are powerful they would be acting
selfishly and destroy their relationships with others (Miller, 1987). The connection
to the power of mother is somewhere between the denial that motherhood and
power share any common ground and the myth that mothers are omnipotent and
control everything in a child's life (Kantor et al ,1993 p.54). Because of these
connections and because the threads of who we are are so tightly woven and
somewhat indefinable within the pattern of who we are becoming, and so as to
gain clarity of what it is it 's necessary to define what midwife leadership is not:
Most centrally this tradition rejects the notion of an Other-that there are
infenor people incapable of becoming full participants in society. Instead, it
holds that we are all members of one family-the human family.
This tradition rejects dualistic constructs that presume feelings and
thoughts a-'e separate and opposites. Instead it envisions hearts and
minds developing m tandem.
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This tradition rejects the notion that men and women are capable only of
developing different and opposing capacities. It argues that men and
women can develop the capacity for making nurturing connections, that
men as well as women can become hard-nosed, creative, and powerful
thinkers.
This tradition rejects the notion that science, public life, and market can or
should be "value free" to develop a common set of goals and values to
animate and guide the community.
This tradition assumes that knowledge is best constructed in collaborative
action projects where people work together to experiment, test, elaborate
and articulate goals, values and ideas ( Belenky et al, 1997 p. 16-1 7).
Unlike patriarchs who reign as "heads" of families, this female centered
role of leadership focuses on a centralized locus of power which emanates from
the collaborative efforts of the whole rather than a top down hierarchical
dominance of one.
Transformational Leadership
The connection between "midwife" leadership and "transformational"
leadership bubbles to the surface when comparing Covey's (1990) list of
characteristics of this model of leadership;
•preoccupied with purpose and values, morals and ethics
•separates causes and symptoms and works at prevention
•focuses more on missions and strategies for achieving them
•makes full use of human resources
•identifies and develops new talent
•releases human potential
•models love
•designs and redesigns jobs to make them meaningful and challenging
•aligns internal structures and systems to reinforce overarching values
and goals (p.286).
These connections to female centered leadership roles gain clarity and
strength when such comparisons are made. Covey (1990) is also clear that
different types of leadership are needed. Transactional and transformational
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qualities and skill can work in concert. However, transformational must be "the
parent" and guide and form the framework from which the transactions take place
(Covey 1990, p.287).
Linking leadership styles strictly to being female or male is erroneous
(Rosener, 1990). However, we can identify connections and origins of styles to
help us better understand where we've been and where we need to go. In this
way we can adopt styles that are effective and productive and can, in turn,
expand the realm of leadership potential in both genders.
Servant Leadership
The paradoxical terms "to serve" and "to lead " cause confusion when
brought together as a model of leadership. How can one serve and lead at the
same time? Compared to the terms, "in power", "dominance", and "in command "
used in the commonly accepted definition of leadership (American Heritage
Dictionary 1992), " servant leadership" is an oxymoron. However, the philosophy
of this creative form of leadership is based on a mythical journey and story of
creation.
Greenleaf (1996), a manager for 40 years and author, teacher and
consultant for 25 years, first coined the term servant leadership after reading
Herman Hesse's Journey to the East. In this story Leo, who performs the duties
of a servant taking care of a band of travelers' menial chores in addition to
serving their spiritual needs through song, suddenly disappears and their journey
is abandoned. Leo is found after some years, and it is discovered that he is the
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guiding spirit of a great and noble leader. His role as servant was first and his
truly real nature; his leadership was based on his desire to serve. As Greenleaf
(1996) reiterates
;
Those (followers) who chose to follow this principle will not casually accept
the authority of existing institutions. Rather, they will freely respond only to
individuals who are chosen as leaders, because they have been proven
and trusted as leaders (Spears, 1996 p. 17).
A new paradigm of thought which models trust and encourages inclusion
of participants is found in the following Accountability Paradigm which was
serves to compare and contrast hierarchical leadership with Greenleafs servant-
leadership model.

Table 3.2
Accountability Paradigm
(Spears, 1998 p. 79)
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Hierarchy, Boss as Judge over
Employee
Top down, one person judging
Boss controls "when", "how"
Reactive
Punishment/Reward
Accountability a "have to"
Seen as judging failure rate
Win/lose
Based on distrust
Legalistic
Monitor
Expectations fixed
Sevant-Leader/ Coach / Mentor
Two way, open ended. Interdependent
teamwork. Open flow created
proactively. And even "if accountability
happens
Proactive
Celebration / fall forward
Accountability a "want to", "get to"
Seen as discovery process
Win/win/win
Based on trust
Holistic
Mentor
Expectations in constant flux
(growth and change anticipated)
Accountability as Excuse/justification
Extrinsically driven
Accountability as dialogue to raise
level of "collective intelligence"
Intrinsically driven
Key elements to note are that the servant leader accountability paradigm
services the holistic needs of the group in a lateral way instead of the top down
hierarchical approach used in the traditional model.
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Educational Leadership
Characteristics of educational leaders encompass a range of abilities and
skill. Key elements of these characteristics include the ability to;
1.) provide vision and communicate it;
2.) develop a team culture;
3.) monitor and communicate achievements; and
,
4.) facilitate and encourage the development of individuals
(Rodd, 1994 p.2).
These abilities hinge themselves on aspects of effective leadership that
are ingrained in and conveyed through a story of creation from which the leader
can communicate goals, a sense of who the individuals are, where they are
coming from and where they are going to in this shared vision (Gardner, 1999).
The complexity of educational leadership combines not only the
responsibility of direct and/or indirect care of the education of a children, but the
leadership role involved with staff, parents, and other professionals. Rodd (1994)
says this dilemma, of multiple levels of complicated responsibilities, has
contributed to the lack of willing prospective professionals.
The status of leadership roles in early education has lacked credibility
within the field itself (Rodd, 1994). Root causes may have much more to do with
gender issues. Since colonial times when public schools were established, they
were identified as of the male domain.
Establishing what was religious orthodoxy and ensuing civil behavior was
man's business; leadership was a male domain. Thus, it is not surprising
that the "children" and the youth " who attended the town schools were
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almost entirely male, as were their teachers until at least the eighteenth
century (Tyak et al., 1990 p. 17).
There has been an audible silence and absence of women in educational
leadership due to this historically male dominated structure of the school system;
More men have traditionally held principal and superintendent positions and
women predominantly held teaching positions (Tyak et al.,1990; Collins, 1996 ).
Researchers have studied this cycle in an effort to keep this pattern from
continuing (Collins, 1996) and have identified some of the factors that have lead
to the disempowerment of teachers;
The work has become feminized as they are reviewed as caretakers and
not professionals, technologized as they execute tasks designed by
others, intensified as they perform menial tasks with no time for reflection,
privatized as they work alone without consulting others (Collins, 1996
p.147).
Sprague's (Collins, 1 996) research focuses on three main themes to
empower teachers; The first is empowerment through collaboration which
encourages teachers to integrate rather than isolate themselves by sharing ideas
concerning goal setting for education reform. Empowerment through shared
leadership is the second theme which encourages teachers to be given access to
decision making. The third is to transform their role into those that are considered
professional, influential, and valuable by having teachers become social and
political activists.
Pilot programs, workshops, and classes focused on principles of
empowerment for educational leadership have been created. Establishing a
network of support, a forum for educational discourse and inquiry, team planning
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and collaborative leadership, and communal relations, are major concepts
(Collins, 1996) that have guided these newly form models for training and
empowering leaders in educational practice.
The Connection between Leadership and Creativity
Connecting creativity to leadership is not a novel idea (Covey, 1992;
Gardner, 1999; Kantor,1983 ). The significance of the connection between
creativity and principle centered leadership is so important that Covey (1992), a
well known author and successful leader, identified creativity as a secondary
human endowment (p. 40). Covey reports that by using imagination, an effective
leader creates a vision from which to plan goals. "We create new alternatives -
something that wasn't there before" (Covey, 1990 p.263). The act of problem
solving, inventiveness, and the creation of novel concepts and ideas (Gardner,
1993) that break boundaries by an act of destruction (Eisner, 1966) are qualities
related to creativity. These sources feed a wellsphng that becomes a principle
reservoir in developing leadership potential. This need is stressed by the
Committee for Economic Development (1985) and the Task Force on Education
Economic Growth (1983) reports of the crucial need for innovative thinkers and
creative problem solvers (Moody, 1990).
Although the definition of leader found in a bookshelf dictionary may not
include the word creativity, our collective research, experience and projected
need for creative leadership is real. Emerging changes and trends have
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transformed our traditional model of one who commands or conducts to one who
collaborates or cooperates with others .
Please refer to the definition of leader in the American Heritage Dictionary
(1992) found on page two and hold that vision of a leader in your mind while
reading the following passage by Kevin Kelly,( Spears, 1996 ) a well known
author and scientist who spoke of the continual creativity needed in life itself;
Becoming what ? Becoming becoming. Life is on its way to further
complications, further deepness and mystery, further processes of
becoming and change. Life is circles of becoming, an autocatalytic set,
inflaming itself with its own sparks, breeding upon itself more life and
wildness and more "becomingness". Life has no conditions, no moments
that are not instantly becoming something more than life itself (p.345).
The concept of life itself emphasizes the powerful need for creativity.
Characteristics of effective leadership have grown beyond the traditional model
of power and command. If one holds the image of a leader who leads by
commanding or exerting power, it is not hard to imagine an ineffectual leader and
a system doomed to fail. Kelly continues;
In organizations of the old story, plans and designs are constantly being
imposed. People are told what to do all the time. As a final insult, we go
outside the organization to look for answers, returning with benchmarks
that we offer up as gifts. Yet those in the organization can only see those
packaged solutions as insults. Their creativity has been dismissed, their
opportunity to discover something new for the organization has been
denied. When we deny life's need to create, life pushes back (Spears,
1996p.348).
Within our contemporary models of leadership is a growing number of
opportunities to adopt or develop creative styles of leadership that may answer
some of the questions set forth by James MacGregor Burns (1978) at the
beginning of this paper. Leadership need not be static or defined by a definitive
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concept or idea. Instead, leadership can be connected to interdependence, at the
same time enlarging a sense of oneself as holistic or an integral part of the
whole. Creative leadership taps an unknown potential which creates and
recreates itself as life does itself. The following quote illustrates how creativity
can expand the sense of self beyond the individual;
To move beyond interdependence to wholeness, people must be brought
to understand that they create the world they see. We are not victims of
circumstances, but the predominant creative forces in our own lives
(Spears, 1996 p. 120).
On the cusp of this creative force is an opportunity to create the imagery in
which the beliefs or goals of an organization are formulated (Peters & Waterman,
1982 p. 105). Leaders are asked to create a whole new language of leadership to
communicate these goals and ideals. Rather than the traditional definition of
leader as , "head" or "in command of ", " to influence", or "in power of " , terms
and phrases such as "visionary", "collaborator", "catalyst", or "innovator of ideas",
are examples which more clearly define the role of leadership and its connection
to creativity.
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CHAPTER IV
Creativity and Educational Leadership
Can the development of creativity and leadership potential in educational
practice positively impact young girls' lives? What if we could identify
educational programs that stifle creativity and leadership? What if we could
identify educational programs that were successful in encouraging creativity and
leadership in young girls? How can we better understand how girls identify and
define leadership? Why is it even important to ask these questions?
Recent studies that describe a loss of identity in young girls' lives assert
that the differentiated treatment of girls stigmatize their lives and stifle their
creativity and leadership potential (Miller, 1986; Gilligan,1993; Orenstein,1994;
AAUW, 1995). Self doubt, low self esteem, loss of self identity, self censorship,
and loss of personal creativity and intellectual potential have been reported in
recent studies as self characterizing qualities used when school age girls were
asked to describe themselves (Orenstein, 1994; AAUW, 1995). These questions
then take on critical importance, it is imperative to identify specific problems in an
effort to create an equitable environment for girls' creative potential to seed and
flourish.
The production of art has been tied to the growth and nurturing of self-
esteem, self-identity, (McNiff, 1992; Gardner, 1994; London, 1995) and cognitive
processes (Eisner, 1976; Gardner, 1982; Lowenfeld,1987). The significance of
the powerful connection between creativity and leadership was presented in the
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last chapter. This chapter will focus on understanding the importance of inspiring
and developing creativity and leadership potential in educational practice with
young girls.
Measuring Creativity
Until recently, much of the emphasis on learning ability has been placed
on intelligence tests because educators believed that most of our capacity to
learn was determined by IQ (Gardner, 1996). Ways to measure the relationship
between creativity and intelligence have proven to be complicated for
researchers. In an effort to understand this relationship, Guilford (1993, cited in
Dworetzky) tried to tease out convergent and divergent production. He asserted
that IQ tests relied heavily on convergent ability or the ability of an individual to
search all of their available information for one answer. Divergent thinking, or the
ability to develop as many solutions to one problem as possible, correlates to
measures of creative abilities, according to Guilford. This did not result in a
statistically relevant measure of ability because divergent and convergent ability
are identified as two different thought processes. Therefore, the task of
statistically measuring creative ability has been difficult.
Nonetheless, in trying to understand the implications and mechanics of
creativity in educational practice we need not lose sight of its significance. British
biologist Rupert Sheldrake points out that no matter how sophisticated our study
of materials, we will not be able to explain the creative force that guided design of
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structures; our study of substance alone cannot explain why there is order,
pattern, and meaning in nature any more than the examination of the building
materials in a cathedral, castle, or tenement house can explain the particular
forms those architectural structures have taken. This implies that all scientific
efforts of the past have totally neglected a dimension that is absolutely critical to
understand the nature of reality; we can examine the tools but may still not
understand how to construct the cathedral (Grof, 1992).
The next section will focus on why it is important to ask the questions
posed in the beginning of this paper. The last section will present and explore
data about programs that work toward understanding the guiding pnnciples of
how creativity is used in educational practice and how recent research has
illuminated new areas of discovery.
Girls, Creativity, and Educational Practice
In psychological theory, women have been identified as demonstrating
strength in group identity rather than autonomy. Historically, scientific
researchers (Piaget.1932, Mead, 1934; Kohlberg,1969; Lever, 1976) have
identified this relationship model as a deficit in the moral development of women.
Females, according to these researchers, were not suited for the demands of a
leadership roie because of their lack of autonomous development. In addition,
numerous studies m psychological theory and women's development point to a
striking decline i*^ sei* identity in adolescent girls (Belenky, M., Clinchy, B.,
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Goldberger, N. & Tarule, J. ,1986; Miller, 1986; Sadker & Sadker; Gilligan, 1993;
1994; AAUW, 1995 ). In particular, during mid adolescence, girls begin to lose
their sense of self. The American Association of Women (1995, p.20) reported
that;
their voices become more tentative and conflicted. Their responses reveal
a sometimes debilitating tension between caring for themselves and caring for
others, between their understanding of the world and their awareness that it is
not appropriate to speak or act on this understanding.
Socialization factors influence and reinforce gender differences especially
in same sex play of young children (Maccoby,1998). In a study of cross cultural
comparisons of children's behavior, anthropologists Beatrice Whiting and Carolyn
Pope Edwards added an even broader base of cultures to the original Six
Cultures Project reported on in the previous chapter. Whether a child was from
India, Kenya, or the United States, there were striking correlations in behavior.
Whiting and Edwards (1991 cited in Konner, p. 94) said that,
...of the five major categories of interpersonal behavior that were
explored,... nurturance, dependency, prosocial dominance, egoistic
dominance, and sociability - two emerge as associated with sex
differences. Across the three older groups (that is between infancy and
puberty), girls on the average are more nurturant than boys in all dyad
(interacting pair) types, while boys are more egotistically dominate than
girls.
Many of the recent studies of gender bias and educational practice point
to the significance of sociological impact on girls. For example, Myra and David
Sadker (1994), professors at the American University in Washington D.C.,
present descriptive data about how the American educational system teach a
silent curriculum via "a system of socialization that robs potential" (p. 13). In their
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book Failing at Fairness: How our Schools Cheat Girls (1994), Sadker& Sadker
illustrate this dilemma using the following data (pp. 13-14);
1.) In the early grades girls are ahead of or equal to boys on almost every
standardized measure of achievement and psychological well being.
By the time they graduate from high school or college, they have fallen
back . Girls enter school ahead but leave behind.
2.) In high school
,
girls score lower on the SAT and ACT tests, which are
critical for college admission. The greatest gender gap is in the crucial
areas of science and math.
3.) Girls score far lower on College Board Achievement tests, which are
required by most of the highly selective colleges.
4.) Boys are much more likely to be awarded state and national college
scholarships.
5.) The gap does not narrow in college. Women score lower on all
sections of the Graduate Record Exam, which is necessary to enter
many graduate programs.
6.) Women also trail on most tests needed to enter professional schools:
the GMAT for business school, the LSAT for law school, and the
MCAT for medical school.
7.) From elementary school through higher education, female students
receive less active instruction, both in quantity and in the quality of
teacher time and attention.
According to these data, boys are able to thrive and achieve success
within the cun-ent educational environment. Looking at educational practice
through the lens of gender differences, we can understand the significance of
how this system of socialization negatively impacts the lives of young girls while
capitalizing on the success of boys. This trend continues beyond high school say
Sadker & Sadker (1995, p.14) because;
careers that have a high percentage of female workers, such as teaching
and nursing
,
are poorly paid. And even when women work in the same
job as men, they earn less money. Most of America's poor live in
households that are headed by women.
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Peggy Orenstein (1994) observed and interviewed students and teachers
in classrooms using the research collected in the AAUW Report as a base. In
Orenstein's book. School Girls. Young Women. Self-Esteem and the Confidence
Gap. (1994) she reports the impact of these experiences on the students' lives.
"What I saw Instead, even more than in the math class I observed, was a kind of
passive resistance to participation by the girls that went unquestioned by the
teacher. Call it gender bias by omission" (p.24). And, when the girls are joined by
boys in group projects, Orenstein characterized, "Instead like the girls in other
groups, they have become outsiders in the learning process, passive observers
rather than competent participants. In truth, 'man's hands' do complete most of
the experiments in the room " ( p.24).
Although the data presented in research findings (Gilligan,1993;
Orenstein, 1994: AAUW, 1995) were garnered from interviews, observations, and
discussions concerning academics and sports, art education environments are
not included in the research. The assumption or bias may be that if there is
gender bias in the delivery of education within a math or history class, it is the
same in an art educator's classroom. Many questions and assumptions may be
considered as reasons for the omission of the visual arts in this research data,
however, this paper will not explore them further.
As previously reported, the link between art education and the
development of creativity has been identified as a critical point in a child's
development pantcuiany between adolescence and post adolescence
(Eisner, 1976 Micnaei 1982), because, as Lowenfeld (1968, p.320) points out,
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this stage of art education begins a period of heightened critical awareness of
outside experiences which;
no longer relate to kinesthetic development but to the awareness that
more of his emotions, of his own body, of his own ego, and the expression
which evolves out of this subjective experience.
It is even more important then to identify that at this point in an American
adolescent's life, 85% of American schools provide no formal work in the visual
arts (Eisner, 1976).
If the period between elementary and high school serves as the
foundation from which self identity is developed (Belenky et al, 1986;
Gilligan,1992; Orenstein,1994), does the creative environment in art education
classrooms promote that potential? If the potential for transformational
opportunities is housed within the realm of artistic creativity, are teachers able to
cultivate potential leadership abilities through artistic experiences? If visual art is
a strong component in building self esteem, could art classes be fertile ground for
the germinating of leadership abilities? Do creative women in leadership apply
what has been thought of as "feminine traits" (e.g. socialization, inclusion, and
group identity) to perform in their roles? These are some of the questions from
my Doctoral Study Plan which continue to resonate throughout my research .
Visual representations influence many of our self perceptions especially
when one gender is not included or subjugated by role (Sadker & Sadker, 1995).
More specifically, research data demonstrate how lessons containing pictures
reinforced the invisibility of girls. Not only were females found in textbooks less
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frequently than males, but when they were, Sadker & Sadker say, "females were
also noted to be of smaller size compared to males" (p.71).
In particular, Sadker & Sadker (1995) reported on an AAUW (1 990) survey
which included three thousand children in grades four through ten who
responded to questions designed to understand how these children felt about
themselves. Here are some important results;
Table 4.1
AAUW SURVEY
Responding to the statement; "I'm happy the way I am "
Girls
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Programs that Work
The AAUW Report (1 995) presents research that says that gender bias
and the "hidden curriculum" in the classroom environment negatively affects
young girls. The AAUW Report focus directs attention toward those
characteristics that differentiate girls from boys as well as to the differences
found among girls of various racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and cultural groups.
Specific challenges and plans for action from the AAUW Report are
outlined below. I will focus on two of the eight recommendations as they directly
correlate with my research domains;
The formal school curriculum must include the experiences of women and
men from all walks of life. Girls and boys must see girls and women
reflected in the materials they study (p. 149).
If, according to the AAUW Report, the curriculum is the central "message-
giving instrument", a gender equitable curriculum focusing on educating children
about women leaders is essential.
Gretchen Wilbur, a curriculum researcher, hallmarks six attributes for
gender-fair curriculum;
It acknowledges and affirms variation
,
i.e., similarities and differences
among groups of people. It is inclusive
,
allowing both males and females
to find and identify positively with messages about themselves. It is
accurate
,
presenting information that is data-based, verifiable, and able to
withstand critical analysis. It is affirmative
,
acknowledging and valuing the
worth of individuals and groups. It is representative
,
balancing multiple
perspectives. And finally, it is integrated
,
weaving together the
experiences, needs, and interests of both males and females (AAUW
Report, 1995 p. 111).
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The curriculum Wilbur describes is inclusive and supports gender equity
and diversity. These attributes need to extend to textbooks as well. Self concept
is strongly tied to how v^^e see ourselves (Belenky et al, 1986; Miller, 1986;
Gilligan, 1993). This aspect has been forgotten in our history books where
women leaders, artists, writers, soldiers, and adventurers are rarely included.
The National Women's History Project, created in the 1970's, heightens
awareness of multicultural women throughout history. Books such as Herstorv: A
Women's View of American History
. (1974) by June Sochen is an example of
their work. This book presents the lives of many different American women and
children who are not listed in our children's history textbooks. Beginning with the
biblical story of Eve and continuing on through to the National Organization of
Women (NOW) Bill of Rights for 1 969, Sochen chronicles what she describes as,
"the other half of the human beings who lived in and built the United States of
America" (p.24). Feminist philosophers such as Chariotte Perkins Oilman and
birth control advocate Margaret Sanger were prominent feminists who began the
foundations of the Feminist Movement in this country in the eariy 1900's, for
example. Unfortunately, it is still a rarity for an American History class to include
such names among the roster of important historical figures. However, when this
information is made available to giris, the effect can be profound. As an
illustration of this good work, the following excerpt is from a passage written by a
sixth grade giri in Maryland who read material provided by the National Women's
History Project;
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An old soothsayer sat down, discouraged. 'Women can't go very
far—just to a point.' With trepidation she picked up her crystal ball, rubbed
it, and looked into the future. Her eyes opened wide. 'A woman leader!'
she cried. 'A woman general, too! How did this happen? Perhaps the roots
of this miracle are past.'
Again she looked into the crystal ball, this time toward the past,
searching for more brave women. Suddenly the globe radiated with the
courage of pioneer women riding covered wagons. Then Molly Pitcher
came into view, firing the cannon for her sick husband. Then Harriet
Tubman emerged, boldly leading her people from slavery. Next came
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, shaper of the suffrage movement. Finally
Elizabeth Blackwell appeared, the first woman doctor in the United States.
'Many intrepid women of the past have shaped our future, but what about
today?' the old woman wondered. Again the answer was in the crystal
ball. A silver space shuttle loomed over the darkness, and Christa
McAuliffe spoke, 'I hope girls in the future reach the stars.' The old woman
smiled. She knew they would (Sadker & Sadker, 1994 p. 265-266).
This child's hopefulness speaks volumes about the Project's positive
affects. The result is a different system of socialization which can promote
potential through equity and positive self identity.
Teachers, administrators, and counselors must be prepared and
encouraged to bring gender equity and awareness to every aspect of
schooling (p. 148).
This recommendations challenges
;
...teachers to help girls develop positive views of themselves and their
futures, as well as understanding of the obstacles women must overcome
in a society where their options and opportunities are still limited by
gender stereotypes and assumptions ( p. 149).
More than twenty five years ago, the American Association of School
Administrator's Curriculum Handbook designated that the role of arts was of
equal importance to the role of scientific and technical studies. However, only
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39% of our public secondary schools require credit specifically from the arts for
graduation (Gary, 1997). This leaves 61% of our public schools graduating
students without benefit of formal art education.
In the following excerpt, Moody (1990, p. 164) reports on what the
Committee for Economic Development (1985) and the Task Force on Education
for Economic Growth (1983) describe as the benefits of an art education.
Education in an art is an invitation to exercise the intellectual skills of an
artist - to envision, to set goals, to determine technique and exercise it, to
figure out, to evaluate, to revise, to continue to imagine and solve
problems; in a word, to create. In this act, there is enormous self
discipline. American enterprise is looking for creative problem solvers,
people who can think through to an innovative solution.
These are the tools that American students lack without a formal art
education, according to Grof (1997).
Conclusion
It is my assertion that art is genderless: One can only assume the
creator's gender by viewing the final product. If the product cannot be judged by
gender, does this make the social experience more equalized in the creative
process? Without actually seeing the artist, the viewer cannot know the artist's
gender. This experience gives voice and freedom without the effect or influence
of experiencing gender.
In addition, the creative process and experience with the arts catapult the
thoughts, ideas, and abilities of the artist to be expressed in a uniquely different
way. In the book Transforming Ideas for Teaching and Learning the Arts the
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author (1997, Gary, p. 13) says we need the arts for several very important
reasons,
Here, then, is my conclusion. First, we need the arts to express feelings
words cannot convey. Second, we need the arts to expand the child's way
of knowing and to bring creativity to the Nation's classrooms. Third, we
need the arts to help students integrate their learning and discover the
connectedness of things. Fourth, we need the arts in education to help
children who are emotionally and physically restricted. Above all, the arts
can build community not only within the school but beyond it as well: in
neighborhoods, in different cultures, and across the generations. Learning
in the arts truly is lifelong. It's a deeply satisfying journey that I am
convinced should never end.
Researchers who have studied creativity link art education as crucial to
human development, particularly between adolescence and post adolescence
(Eisner, 1972; Michael, 1982). Divergent thinking and awareness of outside
experiences enhance an individual's growth and development ( Michael, 1992).
The link between creativity and education is a key element in the
development of intelligence. Creativity in educational practice is best personified
by projects such as the Key School in Indianapolis which is based on Gardner's
Theory of Multiple Intelligence's (1991) and the Arts PROPEL project in
Pittsburgh which involves art and music. In each of these schools, education is
believed to be a part of a creative process involving the students and teachers as
co-facilitators in that process. This simply does not mean that only art teachers
can teach creativity. This is asking for all teachers to be transformational!
In conclusion, this paper does not attempt to answer all of the questions
raised here but, rather, directs the focus towards understanding the importance
of asking them . Recent studies overlook the connection between creative
expression and leadership potential in girls. More research is needed in the area
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of visual art as a tool for learning and understanding the language of young girls.
Self confidence, self esteem, strong self identity, self ownership, heightened
personal creativity, and increasing intellectual potential are the self charactehzing
qualities that could be used when school age girls are asked to describe
themselves. The arts can help to cultivate these positive transformations in the
lives of young girls.
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Chapter V
Summary of Literature and Motivation for Research
This chapter includes highlights of influential research presented in
Chapters II, III, and IV about the relationships among age, gender, and creativity
in girls' and boys' perceptions of leaders. The end of this chapter includes my
own motivation for this study, which undergirds this study.
Highlights of Influential Research
Kellogg (1967), Lowenfeld (1968), and Eisner (1976), conducted research
which showed the significance of learning from the artwork of children. Children's
meaningful and purposeful placement of marks helps us understand their
developmental progression and interests (Kellogg, 1967). From the period
preceding adolescence, children use visual artistic expression to show forms,
thoughts, and ideas (Eisner, 1 976). This language of expression continues into
post adolescence when the imagery changes and shows a heightened critical
self-awareness (Lowenfeld, 1968).
By employing creativity through discovery, inquiry, and thoughts about
symbolic representations in children's artwork, Lowenfeld, Kellogg, and Eisner
pushed the boundaries of accepted theories in cognitive development. I use the
study of visual representation as a form of inquiry into the thoughts and beliefs of
children. This creative and novel approach employs imagination and provides
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new alternatives in collecting research data. This inquiry creates new
alternatives, novel concepts, and ideas through the act of problem solving
(Gardner, 1993), and represents a form of boundary breaking (Eisner, 1976) that
is closely connected to contemporary models of leadership, such as midwife
leadership (Belenky et al, 1997), servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1996) and
transformational leadership (Covey, 1989).
The connection between creativity and leadership is not a novel idea
(Gardner, 1999; Covey, 1992; Kantor, 1983). Kantor's (1983) work in particular
allows for the relationship between a leader's creative problem solving ability and
organizational change. Further, researchers like Rosener (1990) have
documented differences in the ways gender is related to leadership styles. For
example, while men tend to define leadership as transactional, women prefer a
transformational definition. However, the majority of researchers who study
leadership state that the hierarchical definition of leadership prevails (Maccoby,
1998).
Contemporary literature departs from historical psychological theory, in
which traditional leadership abilities are identified as missing in the moral
development of women (Piaget, 1932; Mead, 1934; Kohlberg, 1969; Lever,
1976). Contemporary models of leadership are linked with sharing more female-
centered qualities (Rosener, 1990; Belenky et al, 1997) such as transformational,
interactive (Rosener, 1990), proactive, catalytic, and patient (Covey, 1980), mid-
wife leadership (Belenky et al, 1997), which is strong in interpersonal orientation.
This evolution in definition is important in light of the fact that, historically, women
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were not considered suitable for the dennands of a leadership role because of
their lack of autonomous development (Piaget, 1932).
According to Belenky et al. (1999) women are connected to a maternal
developmental model of leadership which builds on and expands the role of
mothers raising children. This connection is not necessarily present or valued in
the workplace where few women are leaders, and even fewer are mentors.
Unlike men who are provided with models of leadership and role identity, women
rarely serve as mentors to either gender (Levinson, 1978).
The invisibility of women mentors in the workplace is noticeable in
educational practice where women have predominantly held teaching positions
while, traditionally, men are in positions of educational leadership, e.g.,
superintendents or principals (Tyak et al., 1990; Collins, 1996). In addition, visual
representations of females in textbooks appear less frequently and, when
included, are of a smaller size than males (Sadker & Sadker, 1994). Therefore,
for children in schools, professional models of women in leadership roles are
scarce.
Gender inequity in professional leadership models is accompanied by
gender bias in the classroom. The Amencan Association of University Women's
research report (Orenstein, 1994) shows how gender bias in the classroom
negatively affects young girls as they report self-identifying characteristics of low
self-esteem ana confidence. Classroom observations in math classes for
example, indicate a passive resistance to participation by the girls (Orenstein,
1994).The AAUW Report and Orenstein's research did not focus on
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nonacademic classrooms, e.g., art education classrooms were not included.
However, an assumption might be made that if there is gender bias in the regular
education classroom, it is the same within an art education classroom.
The link between art education and the development of creativity is
identified as critical in a child's development (Michael, 1982; Eisner, 1976).
Research also demonstrates that choosing curricula with gender equity, such as
the inclusion of visual representations and textbooks which include women,
actually promotes healthier development through positive self-identity (Sadker &
Sadker, 1994).
Drawing on the literature presented above, this research focuses on the
relationship among age, creativity, gender, and perception of leadership roles for
women. This research uses the artwork and whtten descriptions of school-age
children to help understand children's thoughts and ideas about leadership.
Personal Motivation for this Study
As asserted in the research findings of Eisner, Kellogg, and Lowenfeld,
much can be learned from the artwork of children. I am presenting my assertion
that the connection between age, creativity, and gender identification in role
models of leadership is important in girls' building self-esteem, self-confidence,
strong self-identity, and creating leadership opportunities in their own lives.
As a mother of two female children, an expressive art therapist, an
adjustment counselor and assistant to the principal of an elementary setting, an
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artist, scholar, and student, it seems as if my whole professional life and role of
mother have been directed toward this work.
This study is more than a formal piece of research; it is a culmination of
my life's work thus far. I want this work to contribute to the healthy development
of creative potential in the lives of children, so that girls will grow up realizing that
women can and should be effective leaders and that both girls and boys will
expect them to be so.
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CHAPTER VI
METHOD
I want to learn about the relationships among developmental age, gender
identity, and creativity in girls' and boys' perceptions of leaders. That is the goal
of this research. This chapter includes a statement of the problem, research
hypotheses, sampling, instrumentation, procedure, and a description of data
analysis, including the quantitative and qualitative research methods used in this
study.
Statement of the Problem
The focus of this research is to seek understanding of the relationships
among age, gender, and creativity and children's perceptions of women in
portraits of leadership. This study is based upon the literature cited in Chapters II
through V, which indicates that girls' development into positions of leadership
may be impeded by lack of role models of women in leadership and lack of visual
representations of women in leadership positions in printed curricular and
popular materials This study is based in a public school district, in an
educational environment as the purpose of the study is to inform educators.
The lacK o^ women professional leaders is seen in educational practice in
which women have predominantly held teaching positions while, traditionally,
males are m posiions of educational leadership (Tyak et al., 1990; Collins,
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1996). This trend continues in textbooks, in which visual representations of
females appear less frequently and, when included, are of a smaller size than
males (Sadker & Sadker, 1994). The AAUW Report (Orenstein, 1995) and
Sadker and Sadker (1994) connect educational experiences with the declining
level of self-esteem and self-confidence in young girls. Particularly, Sadker and
Sadker (1994) refer to the American educational system as teaching a silent
curriculum within a system of socialization that robs potential (p. 13) of girls as
there is a sharp decline in girls' achievement scores from the early grades to high
school and college level.
Because children's creativity frequently is not recognized or supported by
their regular classroom teachers (Cohen & Gainor, 1995) and because
developing creativity is identified by researchers as a critical link to human
development (Michael, 1982; Eisner, 1986), the art education classrooms in one
district's elementary, middle, and senior high schools serve as the sites for this
research.
With the realization that children draw not only what they see, but also
what they know (Feldman, 1976), this research employs children's artwork and
written statements about their artwork to explore their thoughts, ideas, and
perceptions of leadership roles. It is the premise of this study that from the
children's drawings and written statements at different grade levels, greater
understanding of how girls and boys perceive leadership, particularly
professional women leaders, can be gained.
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Hypotheses
The following research hypotheses are framed in accordance with the
current literature about gender differences in educational practice:
Hypothesis I : There is a difference between girls' and boys' perceptions of
leaders as portrayed in their artwork.
Hypothesis II : As they age, girls will draw fewer portraits of females as leaders.
Hypothesis III : As they age, girls in different grade levels will draw fewer females
in different role categories.
Hypothesis IV : Girls who will draw females as leaders in professional roles are
predominantly high-level creative rather than low-level creative girls.
Sampling
250 school age children consisting of 25 girls and 25 boys from grade
levels 2, 5, 8, 10, and 12 from an elementary, middle, and high school within art
education classrooms in a small Southeastern Massachusetts town were sought
for participation in this study. The sample size was selected in consideration of
the total school population and to represent an equal distribution of subjects by
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gender and grade. Grades were chosen to parallel developmental levels outlined
by Plaget's (Dworetzky, 1 993) stages of cognitive development and in line with
Kellogg's (1967), Lowenfeld's (1968), and Eisner's (1976) research.
The following table illustrates the number and totals of subjects by grade
and gender:
Table 6. 1
.
Sample Subjects
Gender 2"" Grade 5*^ Grade 8"" Grade 10*^ Grade 12*" Grade Totals
Girls
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primarily on girls and the sample size of tenth grade conformed to expectations,
tenth grade data were included.
Procedure
I first obtained the necessary permission (See Appendix A) from the
superintendent, principals, and art teachers from each school to conduct this
study. All agreed to participate. After receiving permission to proceed, I met with
the art teachers alone. Since I am familiar with the children, teachers, and staff
through past associations I did not wish to change the regular classroom
environment and influence the children's responses by being present during data
collection. Creswell (1994) says that a limitation of being present during data
collection is that the researcher may be seen as intrusive (p. 151). Therefore, I
developed a teacher schpt from which the art teachers could have a standard
way to instruct the students to create a portrait of who they think of when they
hear the word "leader." Here is the teacher script that was given to each art
teacher:

no
Teacher Script
"I want you to draw a picture of your image of a leader. Think about who
you think of when you hear the word "leader" and draw that image on this paper
I'm passing out to you.
When you finish drawing turn the paper over and you'll see a place for
your initials. Please make sure you fill it in. Also, please fill in your grade and
circle if you're a girl or boy. Then, please complete the sentence "I chose....
BLANK ...(PLEASE WRITE IN HERE THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU
CHOSE TO DRAW).. .as a leader because... BLANK ...(WRITE IN HERE THE
REASON(S) YOU CHOSE THIS PERSON AS A LEADER).
Please pass them in when they are done. Thank-you!"
Then, I also wrote to the teacher, "Then you can simply gather the drawings,
forms, place the envelope on top and bind everything with an elastic.
"PLEASE NOTE: I cannot thank you enough for all of your efforts. This research
is so very important. I so appreciate your generosity of time, effort, and work, and
knowing that you are willing to help in this way !!
Yours Truly
Diane Caton Desrosiers"
In addition, the following form was given to the teachers to document
any problems, special circumstances, ideas, or to share feedback or concern
about the process.

Ill
TEACHER COMMENTS:
THIS SPACE IS FOR YOU TO COMMENT ABOUT THE STUDY, THE
QUESTION, ANYTHING THAT HAPPENED IN CLASS, AND/OR ANY
THOUGHTS YOU HAVE AFTER COMPLETING THIS. YOUR FEEDBACK AND
IDEAS ARE VERY WELCOME
The art teachers and I reviewed questions which children might raise and
came up with agreed upon responses teachers could use. For example, a child
who drew a blank following instructions could be cued as follows: "Who is the
first person that comes to your mind when I say the word leader?". Then, "If you
can't think of one right now, wait a minute or so and see if you can come up with
an idea." A child who might think of several leaders and not come up with only
one choice would be told: "You may draw more than one person as your leader,
but remember to choose one to write about." This helped teachers understand
how to prompt the students without influencing their ideas.
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I offered to supply the crayons needed by the children. Art teachers
refused this offer, explaining that they had an ample supply of crayons. However,
I supplied all of the forms and paper needed.
Art teachers in the elementary, middle, and high schools collected data
during the same two week time period. Teachers of each grade level used one
art period to collect data. Children were seated in their regular seats and
handed the research forms consisting of manilla papers which were blank on one
side and lined on the other. The teachers then read the instruction script and
facilitated according to the discussion reported above. Children completed the
drawings on the blank side of their papers. (See instrumentation section which
follows for more detail.) Then teachers instructed them to turn their papers over
and write about their drawings on the opposite side of their paper. Then they
initialed them and handed them into the teacher.
The teacher clipped the class drawings together and handed the artwork
and initialed written statements to me. The identification of each individual
portrait was valuable in case there was any question during data analysis if
clarification of a child's drawing or written statement were needed, e.g., in a case
where a drawing appeared totally different from the written statement.
Once the drawing and writing sections were complete and handed in, I
asked the art teachers to rate their students' levels of creativity using the Isaksen
and Dorval (1993) level style creativity assessment tool. Teachers were
instructed about this tool and then asked to rate the level of each student's
creativity by stating whether they considered the students to fall in high or low
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levels on the creativity ratings. A description of this tool will be presented in the
instrumentation section of this chapter.
Data were grouped according to grade, gender, and creativity rating
category. Children's artwork and written statements were reviewed for likeness
and sorted according to leadership category (which is further explained in the
Data Analysis; Variables section in this chapter) . Data analyses were run to
determine relationships among the variables.
Instrumentation
This instrumentation section includes both student driven and teacher
driven instruments. Students completed drawings of leaders and written
statements about their drawings. Teachers completed a level-style distinction
creativity assessment about the students.
The choices of instrumentation were made according to the literature and
the researcher's philosophy and experiences. Regardless of gender (Hales,
1999), physiological make-up (Arieti, 1976; Kosslyn, 1993), or cultural roots
(Dworetzky, 1993: Kellogg, 1967), theorists agree that we are all born with a
creative potential. Understanding not only that creativity lies within all of our
capabilities but also that people possess different levels of creativity (Isaksen, S;
Murdoch, M; Firestien, R; Treffinger, D., 1993) is critical; research data show us
that the same characteristics may make an artist or scientist creative (Eisner,
1972). Therefore, asking children to portray leaders both in artwork and in writing
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allowed for children who did not feel comfortable drawing to have an opportunity
to write about their choices. And, using a creativity assessment (Isaksen, et al,
1993) which assumes that all individuals are creative was viewed as one way to
identify levels of creativity characteristics in children so as to better understand
the role creativity plays in developing perceptions of leaders.
Student Assessment
Drawings
Students were supplied with a standard 8.5" by 1 1" piece of manilla
drawing paper which was blank on one side. Each child was offered a supply of
multi-colored crayons. Because children had previously been taught the use of
the materials by the art teacher and had been instructed by the same teacher to
complete pictures and portraits in a similar way, this assessment instrument was
both familiar to both children and teachers and standard for the art education
classroom (see Appendix B).
Written Statements
On the other side of the manilla paper, a preprinted form had lines and
written directions which asked students to initial their drawings, circle whether
they are a boy or girl, and to complete a sentence about why they chose to
portray that figure as a leader. This form had room for the student to complete a
written statement(s) about the leader in his or her drawing. This written
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representation was perceived useful for a validity check on the researcher's
interpretation of the content of the portrait drawing and also to provide written
description of the identified leader for qualitative data analysis, (see Appendix B)
Teacher Assessment
Level-Style Distinction Creativity Assessment
An investigation of creativity assessment tools (Cummings, J 1986;
Isaksen, et al. 1993; Rostan, S, 1999; Torrance, E., 1979) was undertaken. I was
wary of some instruments because of problems associated with internal validity
and potential interference with data collection. For example, several of the
creativity assessment tools involve interviewing the child before, during, or after a
directed figure completion (Torrance.E., 1979; Isaksen etal., 1993; Rostan, S.,
1999). Further, tests that require the child to draw specific figures could not be
used because they usurp the design and intention of this study.
After much consideration, I chose to employ a level-style distinction
creativity assessment developed by Isaksen and Dorval (1993, p. 308). True to
my own philosophy that all human beings are creative, Isaksen and Dorval do not
include a category of non creative. It is also important to note that Isaksen et
al.(1993) propose that this level-style distinction assessment broadens our
understanding of creativity and the relationship to individual differences in how
we use creativity (p. 3 10). Their level-style distinction provides a way to sort
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whether individuals possess high or low levels of creativity. Two main types of
creativity commonly cited because of their characteristics is also identified in the
literature: innovative creativity and adaptive creativity. Innovative creativity in this
assessment, is identified as possessed by people who may be highly visible
creators because their ideas and creations are novel and popular. The authors
suggest that it is easy to remember the innovatively creative person who
invented the first airplane, for example. Adaptively creative people include those
who work to improve the concept of the airplane so that it can actually fulfill its
original purpose. I find Isaksen and Dorval's suggestion that both level and style
of creativity are equally important yet different a useful one. Their level-style
distinction was developed to better understand levels of creativity in everyone.
The following chart (Isaksen et al., 1993, p. 308) lists these creativity
characteristics.
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Table 6. 2.
Level Style Distinction Creativity Assessment
High-Level Adaptively Creative High-Level Innovatively Creative
Provides sufficiency of
originality
Resourceful
Efficient
Precise
Planful
Consistent
Proliferates originality
Intuitive
Ingenious
Insightful
Spontaneous
Unconventional
Low-Level Adaptively Creative Low-Level Innovatively Creative
Submissive-accepts
domination
Dogmatic
Dull
Rigid
Risk avoidant
Compliant
Reluctant to commit any
particular course of action
Impractical
Self-centered
Abrasive
Undependable
Capricious risk taker
Adapted from Isaksen & Dorval (1993)
p.308
Isaksen and Dorval (1993) claim that using the level style distinction helps
to improve our understanding of creativity by providing a framework for sorting
the creativity characteristics into meaningful categories. Reliability testing of the
correlations between assessments of level and style was done by Dorval (1990),
and a significant relationship between creativity style and preference for imagery
was found (p. 31 7). Isaksen and Dorval (1993) also report findings conducted by
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Isaksen, Dorval, and Kaufman (1992) which focused specifically on Dorval's
(1990) study. In looking at the style relationships between creativity and imagery
(p.318), they found a higher general level of preference for conscious symbolic
processing (both verbal and imaginal in nature) for individuals with an innovative
style of creativity. Isaksen and Dorval found that the "level- style distinction may
be a productive approach to understanding creativity and related concepts"
(p.318).Other studies for validity and reliability are not yet recorded.
Isaksen and Dorval (1993) focus on how people have different levels and
styles of creativity rather than possess a strong preference or dominance of
either (p. 308-310). However, there are some limitations in the use of a measure
such as this one. The overlap of characteristics while minimal, is still apparent.
Isaken et al. respond to this concern by saying that although there are some
questions concerning the overlap of characteristics, the level-style distinction tool
can make creativity characteristics "become more meaningful and productive
when they are put into categories which more accurately describe the qualitative
differences in how people use their creative ability" (Isaksen et al., 1993, p. 309-
310). For example, Isaksen et al. (1993) point out that it is common to read in the
literature that high-level creative people are risk takers, or are constantly
exploring novel and unusual concepts. It is also common, they say, to read that
these same people prefer time spent alone. This creates a tension in that the
styles appear to be contradictory. However, as is further explained, an individual
may have different styles of creativity but a ranking of highly creative. Their
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perception of creativity is all inclusive and debunks the myth that it is possessed
by a limited few gifted individuals (p. 310).
Data Analysis
This research included both quantitative and qualitative data analysis to
examine student data. Creswell (1994) presents a rationale for the use of
combined methods which is used in this research. Triangulation of data, which
combines methods, is used to provide strength in the connection and agreement
of different results. Like peeling layers of an onion, Creswell describes how
different overlapping layers link data to compliment findings that otherwise may
not have been connected. Creswell says that combining quantitative and
qualitative methods expand the breadth and depth of the study (p. 175).
In this study, quantitative analysis is used to identify statistical
relationships and trends, whereas qualitative analysis is used to understand
more meaning and details about the children's thoughts and ideas about
leadership Using this dominant-less dominant design allows a framework for
presenting each hypothesis and viewing the data results through a separate
quantitative and qualitative lens. The advantage is that this dominant less-
dominant design may be used deductively in a quantitative phase and inductively
in a qualitative phase (Creswell, 1994, p. 179).
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Creswell (1994) supports Morse's suggestion that when one employs the
dominant-less dominant approach the "project must be theoretically driven by
the qualitative methods incorporating a complementary quantitative component,
or theoretically dhven by the quantitative method, incorporating a complementary
qualitative component" (p. 179).
I will report on the quantitative and qualitative results separately. I will use
each of the methods to help interpret both the trends and statistical relationships
of the data through quantitative analysis, and the written meaning behind the
images of leaders through qualitative analysis. My goal is to use these methods
to examine. Interpret, and help understand the children's thoughts and ideas
about the leaders they portray through their artwork and written descriptions.
The results of the quantitative and qualitative analysis portions will be
reported separately in Chapter VII.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The chi square test is a popular method to test hypotheses and is
frequently used in the social sciences (Healy, 1993). According to Healy (1993)
this is because "it can be used with relative ease" and "requires no assumption
about the exact shape of the population distribution" (p. 254). In research studies
comparing possible relationships among variables, a distinction is made between
independent and dependent variables. An independent variable can be used to
classify the individuals in a study, and it is hypothesized that a dependent
variable is linked to the independent variable (Jurs, 1982).
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In a chi square test, the frequency that would appear if the variables were
independent or expected is compared to the frequency actually observed. Borg
and Gall (1971) say that the "greater the difference between the expected and
observed frequencies, the larger the chi-square value will be" (p.313). If the
expected outcome occurs, the null hypothesis is accepted because there is no
statistical difference. If there is a statistical difference between the variables at a
p is less than .05 level that means the difference is significant (Heally, 1993).
This study looks at the relationship between children's gender, age, creativity,
and perception of leader. While I have stated my hypotheses as research
hypotheses (which are directional according to the literature cited instead of null
hypotheses as described above), I have chosen the chi square test as the best
choice for determining statistical significance among the relationships of the
research variables based on the following factors which justify its use:
Chi-square can be used only with frequency data. (Note that data normally
reported as scores along some scale of measurement such as IQ's or
achievement test scores can be categorized into frequency form; for example,
high, average, and low scoring ranges.)
1.) Chi-square requires that the individual events or measures are
independent of each other. In other words, each response must be
free of any influence upon the nature of any other response in the
set of responses being compared.
2.) There must be some logical or empirical basis for the way data
are categorized.
3.) The sum of expected and the sum of observed frequencies
must be the same.
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4.) The algebraic sum of the discrepancies between the observed
and the corresponding expected frequencies will be zero.
(Issac & Michael, 1977 p. 135)
Further explanation of the categories of variables will be presented next.
Variables
The data were first sorted by subsets of gender and grade. Then the data
were sorted by the researcher according to the type of leader portrayed. For
example, different responses such as doctor, God, politician, sports person,
movie star. Bill Clinton, Martin Luther King Jr., and lion were identified. Defining
the categories and their relationship to the study was important. Common themes
such as current jobs that students can aspire towards, historical figures, spiritual
realm, and a category unrelated to gender or a leadership role that that can be
attained were considered. General categories such as professional, historical
figures, self, family members, spiritual, and other were established to contain
these subsets. A complete breakdown of general categories with all of the
subsets is listed below. A breakdown of categorical data is also listed in the
frequency chart included in the Results Chapter VII. All of these categories and
subsets were also identified by gender.
Here are the general categories and descriptions of subsets:
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Categorical Data included the following:
Dependent variables
1.) gender- girl students and boy students
2.) grade - 2"'^, 5*^, 8*^, 1 0"^, and 1 2^
3.) level of creativity as ranked by teacher
Rank 1= High Adaptively or High Innovatively Creative
Rank 2= Low Adaptively or Low Innovatively Creative
Rank 3=Not applicable (not enough information to judge)
Independent variables
Leadership category is overlaid by gender of leader. The leadership
category is determined for each child after reviewing her or his portrait and
making a conformity check between the leader portrayed and the written
statement about the portrayal.The leadership categorization is completed by
sorting the leaders portrayed in children's artwork and written statements
according to groups of common leadership role features and gender.
For this study, leadership categorization is as follows:
1.) Professionals : data that portray a person in a contemporary professional role,
e.g., a role students are able to aspire toward in the current professional job
market;
Subsets of this category are;
Medical Professionals - a doctor or nurse
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Political Professionals - president or presidential candidate, high level elected
official or candidate
Sports Professional - a sports figure who is considered in a professional status
Military Professionals - a military personnel
Media Professional - a current, movie, television or media performer
Singer Professional - a vocal artist who performs alone or a group with national
or international exposure
2.) Family Members - data that portray family members
Moms Dads
Grandmothers Grandfathers
Aunts Uncles
Sisters Brother
Cousins
3.) Mvself - data that portray self
4.) Friend - data that either portray a girl or boy as a friend
5.) Historical Figures - data that portray any deceased person who appears in a
historical context.
6.) Spiritua l - any person or symbolic figure of a religious nature
7.) Other - categories that cannot be classified by gender, or any of the above
subsets, or that students did not fill out.
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An SPSS Nonparametric Inferential Statistics Program (1999) statistically
calculated all of the analyses. Additional tests, including the Mantel-Haentzel, a
probability ratio test, and a binonfiial distribution test are used as needed to help
clarify where the significance lies.
Qualitative Analysis
The artwork and words about leaders are qualitative descriptions of the
leader that may be used a number of ways. The focus of each of the following
four qualitative inquiries relates to the corresponding hypothesis. They are as
follows:
1
.) Gender differences - to see if girls and boys portrayed leaders in
different ways and if their written descriptions differed.
2.) Developmental Changes - to better understand if the drawings and
written descriptions changed according to grade level and, if so, how.
3.) Leadership Qualities - to better understand if, according to grade
level,the words used to describe leaders changed. In particular, would the
words children use to describe leaders compare to a traditional or
contemporary definition of leaders?
4.) Creativity Levels - to better understand if the drawings and words of
high-level creatives were different from those of low-level creatives and if
so, how.
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It should be noted that the researcher conducted a conformity check
comparing each child's portrait with the written response to see if they
conformed. This will be explained further in the Results Chapter.
Researcher Subjectivity
Assumptions and Biases
Researchers Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 145) say that by making
assumptions explicit, the connections researchers make between theory and
conclusions in the interpretation of qualitative data become clearer. I have
identified five personal assumptions regarding this research.
1.) Creativity is present in everyone. The art educator's classroom is a place
where students will be able to express their creativity.
2.) As previously noted, art educator classrooms were not included in the data
collection obtained in classroom observations in studies by Orenstein (1994),
Belenky (1986), or the AAUW Report (1995) . As a result, I am anticipating that,
because of the point in Assumption 1, there will be a difference in the findings as
compared to the previously mentioned research.
3.) Art is genderless. As a result, girls who hesitate to speak out loud may not
feel hindered to express more creative ideas about leadership roles through art.
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4.) The use of combined quantitative and qualitative methods will produce a more
complete and thorough examination of not only trends in categorical data, but
also the differences in qualities of the responses.
5.) Looking at the differences in grade levels will offer a more complete picture of
where, if any, changes occur in children's perceptions of leadership throughout
school age child and adolescent development.
The findings of the qualitative analyses are presented in table and written
form. All results are reported in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER VII
Results
This chapter presents the results for both quantitative and qualitative
analyses. Results are presented in chart and written form in order of my research
hypotheses. Of the 244 participants, 1 5 data sets of portraits and written
statements were incomplete, 1 1 data sets portrayed spiritual images that were
not gender specific (e.g., guardian angels) and 27 data sets were gender neutral
(e.g., neutral cartoon characters, words, animals, money, cars). The remaining
191 data sets of portraits and written statements were used for the analyses
which follow. Differences are determined to be statistically significant if the
probability of observing the difference as a random sampling phenomena is less
than 5% (significance level of .05).
Drawings and written representations were reviewed for internal
conformity and non-conformity (refer to Chapter VI). There was 100% conformity
between drawings and written representations on the 191 data sets used.
Written phrases and descriptions are presented within a chart format for
the qualitative analyses. Because there was repetition among the written
descriptions, I chose to group the data by common factors. Descriptive phrases
were grouped according to word choices around categories of common qualities,
e.g., helpful, kind. For example, giris and boys who described females as leaders
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repeated words and phrases like "she is kind" or "she is helpful". The reader may
note that I recorded children's language exactly as written.
A summary of the quantitative data describing the frequency that girls and
boys chose females and males as leaders by grade, and the type of female
leaders chosen by grade, is presented below in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Frequency Data
Table 7.1
Frequency of girls' and bovs' choices of leaders by gender and grade
Grade Girls' Choices Boys' Choices
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Table 7.2
Frequency of girls who chose females by grade level and leader category
Grade
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Hypothesis I There is a difference between girls' and boys' perceptions of
leaders as portrayed in their artwork.
Quantitative Results
In Table 7.3 below is a summary of the frequency of female and male leaders
chosen by girls and boys.
Table 7.3
Frequency of girls and boys who chose female leaders and male leaders
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Qualitative Results
Table 7.4
Written descriptions of girls and boys who chose females as leaders
Girls' descriptions -
(* identifies individual
responses)
Helpful: and nurturing
* My mom helps me whenever I can't
do anything. * Whenever I'm in trouble,
she's there for me * She is always
there for me. *She is a deep and caring
person.
Physical
:
* She is very beautiful.
* She's very pretty
look like her
Role Model
* A great role model in sports
* She's a role model *and I do the
same stuff as her
Leadership
* She is like a leader because she
leads us everywhere. * Women are just
as good as men and could definitely be
a leader. * She is the boss of our clique
Strength and Independent
* She fights for her country. *She is
very independent. *She is a very strong
lady and is always right. * I do what I
want to do.
Personal
*l like her so much. *l just like her.
Play
*She plays with me.
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Boys' Descriptions
(•identifies individual
responses)
Helpful
* She helps me with stuff.
*
I chose that leader because she
teached (sic) me how to do math,
reading and ritting (sic) *when me and
my sister get into fights she makes it
even
Personal qualities
* My mom S is very kind. * My mom is
a good friend to depend on.
Qualitative Result
As noted in the quantitative analysis, only 6 boys identified females as
leaders. Girls' and boys' written descriptions of female leaders were similar when
they wrote about female leaders as helpful. Girls and boys differed in that girls
wrote about the personal, strength and independence, physical, leadership, and
play qualities of the female leader more than boys.
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Table 7.5
Written descriptions of girls and boys who chose males as leaders
Girls ' descriptions Helpful
* he's helped me.
* he's helped me with my skills.
Leadership
*and he is the leader of my house
Love
*My dad because I love him
Personal
* He believes in himself and follows
through *He reached for his goals. *He
supports people and offers donations
*He stood up for what he believed. I
admire his courage. *He is very funny
and nice.
Boys' descriptions Helpful
*He is always there for me.
Leadership
*l chosed (sic) a principal because he
is the leeder (sic) of my school. *My
dad leads us where he is with us. *He
lead (sic) us to beat the English. * He
was the first President and he lead us
well * He's a good leader for the U.S.
Army because we mostly won * Adoiph
Hitler is a symbol of dictatorship which
means leading!
Protection
*An army guy protects our state so
other states will not try to attack
Teacher
* He teaches me and he is a good artist
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Personal
* He is very kind and sharing. * He is
cool. * He wants to be a baseball
player and everything he does, he puts
his best into it. * Einstein v\/as really
smart. * When you look in the mirror
you see yourself, and that's who you
should follow! * because he has black
hair like me
Success
* He is the best football player * He is
the president. *Because he's the best
hockey player in the world! * I chose
him because of what he did to blacks
and whites to bring them together. * He
was like a hero.
Friendship
* He is a good friend and he'll always
stick up for me.
Qualitative Result
Girls' and boys' written descriptions of male leaders were similar when
they wrote about male leaders' personal, leader, and helpful qualities. Girls and
boys differed in that boys wrote about the, success, physical, protection and
friendship qualities of male leaders.
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Hypothesis II As they age, girls from different grades will draw fewer portraits of
females as leaders. -
Quantitative Results
In Table 7.6 below is a summary of the frequency of girls who chose
female leaders by grade and gender.
Table 7.6
Frequency of girls who chose female leaders by grade and gender
% = percentage
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Qualitative Result:
Table 7.7
Girls' written descriptions of female leaders by grade level.
2"** grade Leader
* she leads us to school.
Personal
*l like her. *Nice, kind, gentle,
Helper and nurturer
* She helps me. * nice. *cares for me
* takes care, * helps me
Love
•loves me and I love her
Play
*plays with me* we played fun games
with other kids.* had so much fun
Giver
*She gave me an invutashun (sic)
5* Grade Personal
*l look like her. * do some of the same
stuff as her * I look up to her because
she's pretty, smart and funny
Helper and nurturer
* Whenever I'm in trouble, she helps
me. * She is the one that takes care of
me *My mom tells me what to do
Leader
*She's a leader of my family * She is
the captain of the cheerleading team
Love
*
I love her
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8*^ Grade
Success
Also a great coach.
Leader
*She has lead (sic) many young girls
* she set the path for other women to
follow. '* she chooses everything she
wants to do. * She doesn't follow
people around like if they want her to
do something and she doesn't want to
she won't.
Personal
*She influences me to do things I never
thought I could do. * strong, confident
* young and cool. * She listens to us
kids and she is really nice. * she is a
good person
Role Model
*Great role model in sports
I
Success
* a great actress. *She has done some
great work in her career
First
* She was the first real female scientist
Friend
*
I look up to her because she is my
best friend
10**^ Grade Personal
* She is confident, strong, honest.
* Direct and funny. * Courageous and
tDold *She was a deep, caring person^
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12* Grade
* She stuck up for herself * she
believed in herself
Strength and Independence
* Independent, strong, * she is a very
strong lady and she's always right
* She's a strong and smart person
Helper and nurturer
*cares for people, *responsible
Leader
* myself I follow what I want to do. * I
don't follow I lead. * I don't follow what
other people tell me to do just like this.
*she can lead anyone
Personal
* She has an affect on many things.
* She's our teacher and we have to do
what she tells us
Helper and nurturer
* Supports our family the best she can
Leader
* What she says goes* everybody
chooses what they are leaders of
themselves. * I do what I want to do
and what I think is right or me so there
fore I lead myself
Success
* Succeeded
Fought
* She fought for women's rights
Image
* give a new image
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Personal
* affect on many things
Strong
* Strong, unique, complex"
Qualitative Results
As girls age, their written descriptions of females as leaders change. Girls
in 2"*^ and 5*^ grade levels write more about helper and nurturer qualities than
girls in the 8^, 10*^' and 12**^ grade levels. Girls in 8**^, 10*', and 12*^ grade levels
write more about traditional leader qualities than girls in the 2"^* and 5*^ grade
levels.
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Hypothesis III : As they age, girls in different grade levels will draw fewer females
in different role categories.
Quantitative Results
In Table 7.8 below is a summary of the frequency of girls who chose
female leaders by grade level and leader category.
Table 7.8
Frequency of girls who chose female leaders by grade level and leader category
Grade
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does indicate some relationship between age and frequency of drawing in
particular categories which will be supported in the qualitative analysis.
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Qualitative Result:
Table 7.9
Girls' written descriptions of female professionals by grade level.
2"** grade Leader
* she leads us to school.
Personal
*! like her.
Helper and nurturer
* She helps me. * nice. *cares for me
5^ Grade None
8** Grade Leader
*She has lead (sic) many young girls
Personal
*She influences me to do things I never
thought I could do. * strong, confident
Role Model
*Great role model in sports
Success
* a great actress. *She has done some
great work in her career
Personal
10* Grade * She is confident, strong, honest.
* Direct and funny. * Courageous and
bold
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Personal
12*' Grade * She has an affect on many things.
* She's our teacher and we have to do
what she tells us
Qualitative Result
Girls' written descriptions of female professionals as leaders were similar
when they wrote about personal qualities. Giris differed in that giris in 8* grade
wrote about leadership, role models, and success more than giris at the other
grade levels. Giris in 5*^ grade did not choose female professionals as leaders.
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Table 7.10
Girls' written descriptions of female family members bv grade level
"2'^^'Grade" Personal
•Nice, kind, gentle,
Helper and nurturer
* takes care, * helps me
Love
*loves me and I love her
Play
*plays with me
5* Grade Personal
*l look like her. * do some of the same
stuff as her
Helper and nurturer
* Whenever I'm in trouble, she helps
me. * She is the one that takes care of
me *My mom tells me what to do
Leader
*She's a leader of my family
Love
*
I love her
8*" Grade Personal
* young and cool. * She listens to us
kids and she is really nice.
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lO*' Grade Strength and Independence
* Independent, strong, * she is a very
strong lady and she's always right
Helper and nurturer
*cares for people, *responsible
12*^ Grade Helper and nurturer
* Supports our family the best she can
Leader
* What she says goes
Success
* Succeeded
Qualitative Result
Girls' written descriptions of female family members as leaders were
similar when they wrote about helper and nurturer and personal qualities across
grades. Girls differed in that girls in 2"*^ and 5*^ grade wrote about love. Girls in
10^ grade wrote about strength and independence, and girls in 12* grade wrote
about success while girls in other grades did not.
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Table 7.11
Girls' written descriptions of historical females bv grade level
2"*^ grade ~ ~ None
5^ Grade None
8^ Grade First
* She was the first real female scientist
Leadership
* she set the path for other women to
follow.
'
10*' Grade Personal
*She was a deep, caring person * she
stuck up for herself * she believed in
herself
12"^ Grade Fought
* She fought for women's rights
Image
* give a new image
Personal
* affect on many things
Strong
* Strorig, unique, complex''
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Qualitative Result
Girls' written descriptions of historical females as leaders were similar
when girls in grade levels 10** and 12* wrote about personal qualities. Girls
differed in that across grade levels, girls chose different qualities of historical
female leaders.
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Table 7.12
Girls' written descriptions of girlfriends by grade level
2"*^ grade Giver
*She gave me an invutashun (sic)
Play
* we played fun games with other kids.
* had so much fun
5^ Grade Leader
She is the captain of the cheerleading
team
Personal
I look up to her because she's pretty,
smart and funny.
Success
Also a great coach.
8* Grade Leader
* she chooses everything she wants to
do. * She doesn't follow people around
like if they want her to do something
and she doesn't want to she won't.
Friend
*
I look up to her because she is my
best friend
Personal
* she is a good person.
10*" Grade Strong and smart
^She's a strong and^smart person
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Leader
she can lead anyone
12*^ Grade None
Qualitative Result
-th oth
Girls' written descriptions of girlfriends as leaders were similar in 5 , 8
,
and lO*' grade when girls wrote about leadership qualities. Girls in 5* and 8*^
grade wrote about personal qualities of girlfriends as leaders. In 2"^ grade
comments were self-referenced. Across grades, girls wrote about different
qualities of girlfriends as leaders.
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Table 7.13
Girls' written descriptions of self as leader bv grade level
2"'' grade"
5*^ Grade
8*^ Grade
10*' Grade
None
None
None
Leader
* myself I follow what I want to do. * I
don't follow I lead. * I don't follow what
other people tell me to do just like this.
12*^ Grade Leader
* everybody chooses what they are
leaders of themselves. I do what I
want to do and what I think is right or
me so there fore I lead rnyself
Qualitative Result
Girls' written descriptions of self as leader were similar in 10*' and 12*^
grade when girls wrote about leadership qualities. Girls in 2"*^, 5*', and 8* grade
did not write about themselves as leaders.
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Hypothesis IV : Girls who will draw females as leaders in professional roles are
predominantly high-level creative rather than low-level creative girls.
Quantitative Result
In Table 7.14 below is a summary of the frequency of girls who chose
female professionals as leaders and were ranked as high-level creative and low-
level creative girls.
Table 7.14
Frequency of girls who chose female professionals as leaders and were ranked
as high-level creative and low-level creative
High-level Creative Girls 16 (64%)
Low -Level Creative Girls 9 (36%)
Total 25 (100%)
Statistical Result
A binomial distribution test was performed which did not produce a
statistical difference (p =.2295). However, the data indicate a tendency for high-
level creative girls to choose female professionals as leaders. This finding is
further supported in the qualitative analysis.
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Qualitative Results
Table 7.15
Girls' who are considered high-level creative and girls' who are considered low-
level creative written descriptions of female professionals as leaders.
High-level creative girls Leader
* She leads us to school.*She leads us
everywhere
Character reference
*Her character is funny and a good
friend, but also courageous, intelligent
and brave.
Personal
* she influences me to do things I never
thought I could do.
Future Plans
*l want to go to the University of
Connecticut to play basketball. * When
I grow up I want to be a Professional
Basketball player.
Role Model
* She's a great role model for girls in
sports.
Strong
* She is strong and proud of her
country and herself and is willing to do
anything to defend her hghts.
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Participation
* Her participation in the World Cup
took women's sports to a new level.
Physical
_*Shelsj/ery pretty andjhe's a star
Low-level creative girls Helper and nurturer
* she helps me. *cares for me.
Personal
*
I like her.* Nice * she is so cool.
Leader
* she has lead many young girls to the
pop industry.
Career work
* She has done some great work in her
career:
Qualitative Result
High-level and low-level creative girls wrote different responses when
writing about leader and personal qualities. High-level creative girls wrote about
character reference, future plans, role model, strong, participation and physical
' qualities, and low-level creative girls did not. Low-level creative girls wrote
about female leaders' helper and nurturer, leader, and career work qualities, but
high-level creative girls did not.
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CHAPTER VIII
Discussion
The results of this Portraits of Leadership study were both affirming of the
literature and personally disheartening. Though this study is small in size, the
findings are powerful and speak volumes about girls' perceptions of leaders. A
heuhstic result is that both genders chose male leaders more frequently than
females, particularly in the higher grades.
Results of this study indicate that both girls and boys chose males as
leaders more frequently than they chose females as leaders. 80 girls chose
females as leaders; however only 6 boys in the entire study chose females as
leaders. In contrast to these 6 boys, all of whom were in the 2"'' grade, 23 girls
chose males as leaders. In other words, no boys in 5^, Q^, ^0^ or 12**' grade
chose females as leaders. However, 22% of the girls in this study chose males
as leaders. Only 28 girls of the total 103 who completed this study chose female
professionals as leaders. This means that 73% of the girls in this sample did not
choose to represent a female professional as a leader.
While my sample size was small, the significance of the results is
impressive. In this chapter I will discuss results by hypothesis and will address
the relevance of the findings to the literature in Chapters II, III, and IV. After
discussion of hypothesis, results will be presented categorically. Implications of
this study will be included in Chapter IX.
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Hypothesis I: There is a difference between girls' and boys' perceptions of
leaders as portrayed in their artwork.
Results were consistent with the hypothesis. In each category, girls' and
boys' perceptions of leaders differed significantly. 80 girls and 6 boys chose
female leaders, while 23 girls and 82 boys chose males. This result indicates that
78% of girls and only 7% of boys chose females as leaders. In contrast, 22% of
the girls in this sample chose males as leaders, while 93% of the boys did so. It
would appear that girls could identify males as leaders more than boys could
identify females as leaders.
Written descriptions of girls' and boys' perceptions of leaders were
similarly spread. Girls and boys (ail 6 who chose females were in 2"*^ grade)
agreed on helpful and personal qualities of female leaders. It was apparent,
particularly from review of the 2"'' grade written statements, that helpful, kind,
caring, and friendship qualities are shared by both genders when writing about
females as leaders. However, this is where the similarities end. While no boys in
5* through ^2^ grade chose to portray females as leaders, girls across grades
identified independence, strength, personal, and role model qualities of female
leaders. Here are some of their words and phrases:
"leads us everywhere", " boss.", "strong", fights", always right", and "role
model"
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These are different qualities than those named when boys described
females as leaders. Boys used these words and phrases:
"helps me, " "teached (sic) me," "makes it even," "kind," and "friend to
depend on"
What is most notable here beyond the statistical significance are the
qualitative descriptions. Boys describe females as leaders in a functionally
dependent way, or what the female leader does for the boy who chose her (e.g.,
"teached "(sic), "makes it even", "depend on" ). While I am mindful that only boys
in 2"^ grade wrote these descriptions, I believe the significance of no boys'
identifying females as leaders unless the leader is characterized as a helper or
performs a function for them is noteworthy. The fact that no boys in this study
saw females as leaders in any other aspect than functionally helpful and kind
supports the findings of Gilligan (1993) and Miller (1976), who agree that society
situates women in these supportive roles.
In their written descriptions, giris' words and phrases created different
images of females as leaders. They chose phrases and words that identify
women as fighters, bosses, and strong. Upon closer inspection of their
stereotypic and self-referenced view of female as kind and helpful in the lower
grades, I realized I could also see stereotypic references of the dominant
culture's definitions of leader in the upper grades. The leader as kind nurturer is
replaced by descriptions that are definitions of traditional models of leadership
(see Chapter III).
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Between 2"*^ and ^2^ grade, I saw two identifiable shifts occurring. The
first dramatic shift is seen in 5*^ grade girls when no one chose female
professionals as leaders; the other shift is in 10"" and 12*^ grade when girls'
written characteristics of female leaders were markedly traditional in tone and
content.
Girls' and boys' written descriptions of males as leaders held some
similarly interesting wording. Both describe personal qualities of male leaders but
in different ways. Girls' describing males as leaders used the words and phrases
like: "help", "lead", "believes in himself, "reached for goals", "supports people",
and "stood up for what he believed".
In contrast, boys who described males as leaders describe leaders as
"a president", "best hockey player in the world", "symbol of dictatorship",
"protector", "army guy", "smart", "the best", "hero", "wants to be a baseball
player", and a "good friend". Only one child mentioned the word "kind".
The differences between girls' and boys' descriptions of male leaders also
relate to function. Boys describe what male leaders do and the power they hold
(e.g., protect, be a baseball or hockey player, or president), while girls describe
more personal and social qualities of how males lead in relation to others (e.g.,
believes in himself, supports, stood up for, makes donations). Boys appear to be
interested in the functional outcome or success of the role of the male leader.
Giris analyze why and how male leaders do what they do.
Belenky et al. (1986) describe female participants in their study as not
being able to relate how they came to think the way they did. In this study, giris'
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Hypothesis II : As they age, girls from different grades will draw fewer portraits of
females as leaders.
Results concurred with this hypothesis. Between 2"*^ and 12*^ grade, girls
who chose same gender leaders decreased by almost half. In 2"" grade, 22 girls
compared to only 13 girls in 12* grade chose female leaders. This substantial
decrease in the number of female leaders chosen by girls is well established in
the literature. Specifically, the lack of female mentor relationships (Levinson,
1978; Rosener, 1990) is noted as creating a gap in the development of female
leaders.
The way women perceive their own leadership styles is also different. For
example, Rosener (1990), points out that women report their leadership style as
"transformational", while men use the reference term "transactional". It is
possible, then, that school age girls have not been able to identify with a model
that is different than the traditional leadership model because they have not been
taught to identify or name it. In other words, if girls have only been taught that a
leader is in command or exerts power over another, how would they know that an
individual who is open and caring, transformational, and collaborative may also
be a leader? This difference in perception is attributed to a lack of understanding
that alternative models of leadership do exist. This will be further explored in the
Conclusions and Implications section that follows.
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comments show some of their thinking about how leaders do what they do. The
fact that the outcome or role that the male leaders play is not described in their
written descriptions, in part, may be because giris might not be able to see
themselves as a hero or president or protector in a traditional male leader role.
Therefore, the outcome or result of what a leader does may not be of interest or
may seem beyond their scope of achievement.
Belenky et al. (1986) theorize that during the phase of subjective
knowing, women learn by systematically observing and analyzing their
experiences. These results could be interpreted as demonstrating that giris are
observing and identifying actions by male leaders. By looking across grade levels
at these findings, we might find some clues as to when this transition from
received knowing to subjective knowing occurs in a giris' development. These
changes will be identified in the following hypothesis.
In this hypothesis, differences between giris' and boys' perceptions of
leaders are clear. The outstanding difference is that giris' perceptions of leaders
can be grouped according to a traditional model of leadership. Not only do giris
choose male leaders more often, when they choose females leaders, the written
descriptions become more of a traditional model of leadership of "in command" or
"in power". The results of this hypothesis demonstrate that giris do not describe
contemporary models of leadership which are identified with words and phrases
such as patient (Covey, 1990), strong at interpersonal levels (Kotter, 1988), and
predominantly sharing with female qualities (Rosener, 1990; Belenky et al..
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1997). These girls write about leaders as possessing more male centered
qualities consistent with traditional male definitions of leadership.
When I began this study, I thought that even if the numbers of females
chosen as leaders by girls were fewer than boys, that their descriptions would
still illustrate a sense of female identity in leadership. It is apparent from the
results from Hypothesis I that this inference is contraindicated. One implication of
this may be that girls need to be not only educated, but also able to experience
leadership so that they may understand that the function and practice of
leadership roles can be shared by both genders.
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The highest number of girls' who chose female leaders is in 2"*^ grade.
Piaget (Dworetzky, 1993) identifies the intuitive developmental stage between 4
and 7 years old which supports this idea. It is at this stage of egocentrism where
one's own aspect shades the world and, this is the time when girls chose the
highest number of same gender leaders.
Sadker & Sadker (1994) identify that the lack of visual representations of
girls in textbooks may contribute to their lack of self-identity. If girls do not see
themselves as a part of a leadership model and are subjugated to boys in their
daily educational experiences, it is not difficult to understand girls' lack of
leadership identity. Intrinsic motivation is fueled by an inspiration towards work
(Frieberg, 1995). Without that inspiration, motivation becomes derailed or
extrinsic. Without this motivation to fuel the creative process our sense of inquiry
and search for meaning fall short of our potential (Lowenfeld, 1968; Gordon,
1978). It follows then, that so much of a young girls' identity is lost when she
cannot envision herself as a leader among her peers, nor is she motivated to do
so. She is then relegated to take a path prescribed by others, rather than one
written by her sense of who she is and may become.
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Hypothesis III : As they age, girls in different grade levels will draw fewer females
in different role categories.
While I could not use a valid Chi-square analysis because of small sample
size, the percentages and frequency distribution indicate that girls in different
grade levels show different perceptions of female leaders according to different
role categories. In this discussion, I will focus on the differences between girls'
perceptions of female leaders across grade levels to present the stark
differences in their choices.
Professionals
Only 28 of the girls in the entire sample chose same gender professionals
as leaders. In the early grades, there is a wide discrepancy in choices of female
professionals. In 2"*^ grade, 1 1 girls portrayed women professionals as leaders,
while in 5^ grade no girls chose female professionals as leaders.
In the 2"*^ grade data, the female professionals that were chosen were
predominantly educators. Out of the 4 female professionals chosen by 12*^ grade
girls, however, only one is an educator. The differences in written descriptions of
these female professionals change from girls' in 2"^^ grade describing female
educators as "she helps me", "nice", and "she cares for me" to the ^2^ grade
girl's description of a female educator as someone who "we have to do what she
tells us". The marked differences in word choices contrast the 2"^* grade teacher
image of helpful, caring, and nice female professional to the 12*^ grade teacher
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as someone who tells you what to do. The ^2^ grader's description also points to
the idea of the traditional leader who is in power. This description does not
resemble a contemporary model of leader who possesses more relational or
interpersonal qualities.
The other three 12'*' grade girls identify 3 strong women: Oprah Winfrey,
as a "role model who has an effect on many things"; Ani DeFranco, "a strong
feminist"; and a women in the military who is "strong and proud of her country
and is willing to do anything to defend her rights". Embedded in these written
descriptions is again the connection to a traditional model of leadership. As they
age, girls who identify female professionals identify characteristics that personify
the male-centered leadership model.
In 8*^ grade, 7 of the 10 girls who chose female professionals chose media
professionals like Neve Campbell, Sarah Michelle Cellar, Claire Danes, Jennifer
Love Hewitt , and Madonna. Written descriptions of these women include: "So
cool", " the best" , "strong, confident ", "she's pretty and a star", "she influences
me to do thing I never thought I could do", and "she has inspired many." .
These Si^ grade girls go on to describe women in sports as "great role
models" and who "I want to be". Another chose a woman in the military because
"she stands up for what she wants, even of it is impossible to obtain". Still
another 8*' grade girl chose her teacher because "I look up to her". Again, there
are no stnkmg smmianties between these descriptions and contemporary, female
centered leade'sfnp qualities.
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Only three 10"^ grade girls chose female professionals as leaders: 2 are
media professionals and 1 is a woman in the military. Written descriptions of
these leaders are "confident, direct, honest, strong and friendly" , " her character
sets goals and never questions her abilities
"
, "her character is funny and a good
friend, but also intelligent and brave". And, women in the military: "fight for us,
help keep our country in order".
Although these girls chose media professionals as leaders, girls chose the
character being played as the leadership model rather than the person herself
as a leader. The girls cite the character's " strong self identity to set goals and not
question her abilities". Even if these girls cannot identify these characteristics in
reality, they are seeking them nevertheless. This is another connection to where
the gap in visual representations of leaders in textbooks that Sadker & Sadker
(1994) point out takes on special meaning. If girls cannot find these models
around them, and they have to seek ideals that exist in fantasy, does this then
reinforce the idea that female leaders are not part of the reality of women in
everyday life? These ideals and characteristics, according to these data, may
only exist outside of the daily real-life female experiences.
On the one hand, girls who look beyond their every day experiences to
reach for idealized characteristics of female professional leaders must be
recognized as creative and imaginative. However, the harsh reality is that these
10*^ grade girls are looking around themselves and seeing that in reality, those
qualities of strength in self-identity do not exist. In order to identify them, they
look toward fantasy instead of reality.
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Only 4 girls in the 12* grade chose female professionals as leaders. This
finding is consistent with the literature. As Rimm (1999) reports, women in
traditional leadership roles have been scarce over the past 100 years. A male,
according to Levinson (1978), is surrounded by male models of leadership from
which to attach meaning. Lack of connection to female leaders is clearly
demonstrated in this study.
It is important to note here once again the absence of women in
leadership roles in the American educational system (Collins, 1996). Since this
study involves only school age children, this lack of leadership identity is
personified. Coupled with this, Sadker & Sadker (1994) identify the American
educational system as teaching a curriculum that robs the potential of young
girls. In essence, what we are looking at is the result of girls' being not only part
of a system that lacks female role models, but also taught a "silent curriculum"
which sends girls a negative message about their gender identity and
professional possibilities.
Girls' written descriptions about female professionals differed in some
interesting ways as well. In 2"*^ grade: "helper", ""nice", "she cares for me " and "I
like her " changed to no girls in the 5* grade choosing female professionals.
However, there is a resurgence of girls who chose female professionals as
leaders in the 8*^ grade. At this grade level, 10 girls wrote that female
professionals "lead", "influence", and are "great role models" or have done "great
work in her career".
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Gilligan (1993) says that Erikson's model of adolescent development
pertains more to a male identity than female (p. 12). This is the time, Gilligan
says, that according to Erikson's model, adolescents are beginning to forge an
identity based on the adult models and Ideology they are surrounded by.
According to Gilligan, the adolescent female who is looking for her identity
through a relationship with a male, is left to wait for her identity to be defined. In
this study, no girls in S*' grade wrote about a female professional as leader. This
finding confirms Brown and Gilligan's (1996) warning that girls in 5^ to 7*^ grade
are in danger of losing their voices. By 8*^ grade, girls are again writing about
female professionals as leaders. As previously stated, girls at this grade level
are looking at role models, success, and personal qualities of female
professionals. Then between 8*^ and 10*" grade another decrease is noted.
In 10**^ grade only 3 girls and in 12^ grade only 4 girls chose female
professionals as leaders. Furthermore, the focus of the written descriptions of
these leaders was on personal qualities. 1 o"^ grade girls wrote about
"confidence", "courageous", and "bold" qualities while 12*^ grade girls wrote that a
female professional as leader "has an affect", and "we have to do what she tells
us". The similanties between a traditional model of leadership and written
descnptions by girls can be seen. As they age, girls identify more of the control
and power qualities of traditional leaders.
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Family
' The development of children's identity is influenced significantly by others
beginning early in the child's life (Konner, 1991; Thorne, 1994). This is further
supported then, by looking at the results of 35 girls who chose female family
members as leaders. Gender identity theories identify a "like-me-ness" that
communicates meaningful signals (Solso, 1997,pp77-78) and are well
represented in these results. Written descriptions of like-me-ness are evident in
girls' statement, e.g., "I look like her".
Bateson (1990) reminds us that women's careers have been affected by
their other responsibilities at home with family or their husband's careers. The
notion that girls see mother's role as a leadership role is not surprising then.
Looking more specifically at how this notion changes as they age will be
discussed in the Socialization section of this chapter.
It is not surprising that girls in the 2"^ and 5**^ grades identified with female
family members. Their written descriptions were as follows:
"Nice", "kind", "loves me and I love her", "takes care of me", and "tells me
what to do".
Belenky et al. (1993) say that maternal practice or mothering is a way of
shaping the thoughts of the next generation of women. In the lower grades, these
helper and nurturer qualities stand out as girls describe female family members
as leaders.
As girls age, in the higher-grade levels, girls identify less with female
family members and the helper and nurturer descriptions. In 8"' grade only 1 girl
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wrote about a female family member as leader. In the 10**^ and 12*^ grade, written
descriptions such as:
"Strong", "independent", "supports our family", and "what she says goes",
are words and phrases used to identify female family members.
Miller (1 986) says that women's sense of self is drawn upon relational
connectedness. Miller's theory is supported in the lower grades by the written
descriptions, where girls describe their connection and interpersonal
relationships. However, as the grade levels increase, girls describe the power
and control qualities of the female family member as leader.
Historical
Girls in 2"** and 5**^ grades did not identify with historical females. Only 1
girl in 8*^ grade chose a historical female, and she described her as:
"The first real female scientist who set the path for other women to follow".
It is sadly obvious that this girl believes that not until Marie Curie, (whom
she described as the first real woman scientist) was there a woman who filled
this role. The girl did not elaborate on her description of "real", however. Sadker
& Sadker's (1994) caution about how the lack of visual representations of
females in textbooks contributes to a lack of self-perception seems evident here.
In the 10*^ and ^2^ grades, girls' written descriptions are about believing in
themselves, fighting for women's rights and being strong, unique, and complex
as a leader.
S6I
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The National Women's History project that I referenced in Chapter IV
speaks to the importance and success of programs that include women's
contributions to history. The girls' written descriptions, although scarce, say that
these are important characteristics. Even if giris do learn about George
Washington, Martin Luther King Jr., and Abraham Lincoln in the eariier grades,
when they are introduced to what Sochen (1974) describes as the other half of
the human beings who lived in and built the United States, the results may be
more hopeful.
Self
Only 4 giris out of the entire 103 giris in this study chose themselves as a
leader. Giris in 2"'', 5*, and 8*^ grade did not identify themselves as leaders. It
isn't until grade 10 when 3 giris describe themselves as following what they want
to do, that "I don't follow what other people tell me to do", and "I lead" or "follow
myself". By 12**^ grade, only one giri identified herself as a leader.
I connect this sense of self as leader to a sense of self-empowerment or
power. As Miller (1986) points out, women struggle with self-image of power
because they have not been mentored in using power openly. Understanding
that women do not need to diminish the powers of other women in order to feel
powerful (Miller, 1986, p.1 17) is an important aspect in this challenge.
Belenky et al (1 993) say that in a quest for self, women must turn away
from others and deny any external authority (p. 134). The giris' written
descriptions in this study speak to this notion, even to the point that one of the
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girls who described herself as a leader stated that she does not do what other
people tell her to do. While the concept of listening to your voice is
commendable, I can't help but wonder about this girl. Has her choice to follow
her own direction gotten in the way of her learning? Belenky et al. write that
women must "jump outside" (p. 134) the framework of authority to create their
own. I wonder just how far outside girls need to jump. I am concerned because
how giris' differences are received in an educational system that already
compromises girls' self-identity (Sadker & Sadker 1994) directly affects girls'
educational experience and ultimately their sense of self.
Friend
Giris who chose girifriends as leaders were spread across grade levels. In
2"^*, 3"^, and 5^ grade, only 1 girl from each grade chose a female friend as
leader. In 10* grade, 3 giris chose a female friend as leader. In 12* grade, no
giris chose this category as leader.
Giris wrote about the interpersonal qualities of their female friends.
Their friends played, gave to them, looked up to them, and could not be led by
anyone. Much of the emphasis was on the relational connectedness which both
Miller (1986) and Belenky et al. (1993) discuss. As a matter of fact, Belenky et al
say that the connections to friends help women disentangle their own voice from
the voice of others (p.38). The giris in this study identify the good, strong, smart
qualities of value of female friendships. These positive responses and outcomes
are well supported in the literature (Belenky et al. 1993; Miller, 1986). However,
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given that base of literature, I was puzzled that only 4 girls chose to portray
friends as leaders.
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Hypothesis IV : Girls who will draw females as leaders in professional roles are
predominantly high-level creative rather than low-level creative girls.
Almost twice as many girls who were identified by their teachers as high
level creatives chose female professional leaders than girls who were assessed
as low level creatives: 16 out of the 28 girls who chose female professionals as
leaders were assessed by their art teacher as high-level creatives.
Isaksen and Dorval (1993) report on the data found in Dorval's 1990
research which found that "individuals with an innovative style of creativity had a
higher level of preference for conscious symbolic processing (both verbal and
imaginal in nature)" (p.318). Could it be that these girls who were found as high
level creatives in the art room might have reported differently about female
professionals as leaders had they been asked to verbalize an answer rather than
first draw then write an answer? It is not statistically proven or even a focus of
this hypothesis; however, I wonder about this. Harth's (1993) concept of
creativity as an internal sketch pad (previously reported in Chapter II) supports
this idea.
Another interesting feature of the hypothesis is presented next. 1 1 of the
16 high-level creative girls were considered high-level innovatively creative.
Isaksen and Dorval (1993) present data from research that points to a link
between particular characteristics of differences between innovators and
adaptors. For example, they say that innovators prefer to generate novel ideas
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rather than work on or produce outcomes. Adaptors, however, may prefer to
work not only on outcomes, but the resolution dimension of an outcome, (p.321)
This becomes relevant when reviewing the high-level innovatively creative
girls' specific choice of female professionals. In particular, 8*^, 10*^ , and 12*
grade girls who chose not only the media professionals such as Sarah Michelle
Geller, and Jennifer Love Hewitt, also wrote about the characters these women
portray in the media. For example, a 1 0*' grade girl chose Sarah Michelle Geller
because, "her character is funny and a good friend, but also courageous,
intelligent and brave". Another 8*" grade girl who chose Jennifer Love Hewitt
wrote, "and she influences me to do things I never thought I could do" . And also
another 8*^ grade girl says of Ms. Hewitt, "She's very pretty and she's a star".
In comparison, more of the high-level adaptively creative girls who chose
female professionals as leaders say, "I want to go to the University of
Connecticut to play basketball." And " When I grow up I want to be a
Professional Basketball player." An 8**^ grade girl who wrote her choice of Mia
Hamm, was because, "She's a great role model for girls in sports. Her
participation in the World Cup took women's sports to a new level" . And a 12*^
grade girl in this category wrote that a female military person is "strong and
proud of her country and herself and is willing to do anything to defend her
rights".
The subtle differences between the written descriptions of the high-level
innovators compared to the high-level adaptors is that in the latter's descriptions,
there are more specific outcomes. For example, the girl who wants to go to the
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University of Connecticut, or the other who identifies what the leader did to
specifically rank her as leader ( e.g., participation in the World Cup or defending
her country) is describing possible outcomes.
Isaksen and Don/al (1993) point out factors of how understanding
individual differences in creative level and style could be productive and useful in
situations "when attempting to understand the context or environment within
which creative talents are assessed or nurtured" (p.325).This statement parallels
and underscores Gardner's (1993) research about how the treatment of
individuals like Martha Graham, Einstein, and Freud, for example, nourished
their creative abilities and potential.
Basic guidelines to create enriched environments to enhance creativity are
already established (Goleman,1993; Gardner, 1983; Edwards etal., 1995).
However, instead of looking for the highly visible high-level innovators, this
information widens the scope to include people who may possess very different
levels and styles of creativity that Isaksen and Dorval have identified. This
means that there is much to be done to not only change girls' learning
environment by increasing opportunities to build self esteem and identity, but to
also include an awareness that girls' creativity is a strong connection to her
potential. Specifically, as Kosslyn (1993) says, creativity is the ability to not only
contemplate something in its absence but to internalize something never seen
before. An implication of this finding is that girls may not be able to identify
female leadership in their immediate surroundings or reality. However, their
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creative potential may hold the images needed to explore and create a portrait of
female leadership that they have never before seen.
Boys' Voices
It has already been established that there are statistically significant
differences in girls' and boys' choices of leaders by gender and grade. In
Hypothesis I, differences in the way girls and boys describe female leaders v^ere
discussed. This section w\\\ discuss how boys' word choices differed in other
relationships to gender. For example, as previously discussed, boys used helpful
and kind when writing about female leaders. In contrast, boys used words like
strong and powerful when describing males as leaders. This represents a
stereotypic gender identity of women as helper. Boys' responses are strikingly
similar to the definition of traditional leader as described in Chapters III and IV.
Konner (1991) reminds us that gender identity is permanent by age 7. All
of the boys who chose female as leaders were in 2"*^ grade. At an average,
students turn 7 years old some time within the 2"^ grade level. It is interesting to
note that, because their gender identity may not be permanently established,
these boys chose female family members as leaders. After the 2"*^ grade, boys
did not choose female family members as leaders.
There were no boys who chose a female historical leader yet 4 girls chose
male historical leaders. Albert Einstein was chosen because, as a 12*^ grade girl
wrote, "He was a smart guy and he helped our U.S in WWII against his own
country and its allies". 3 other 12"^ grade girls chose Martin Luther King Jr. They
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used the words and phrases
,
"Fight ", " Refused to go along with the norms"
,
"speaking out for change", "inspired the movement", and "words spoke volumes
and he should be recognized". Boys also used phrases and words like "strong"
"smart", and "hero" to describe males as leaders. I wonder why not one boy
thought of Rosa Parks, Marie Curie, Joan of Arc, or Harriet Tubman as
courageous and strong? I wonder why girls could transpose gender to identify
courage and strength yet boys did not? I wonder if it is more difficult for a boy to
identify himself with a female historical figure because of socialization and
cultural factors than it is for a girl to identify with a male historical figure? This
consideration must also be identified as yet another gender struggle.
Socialization and cultural influences will be further discussed in the
following section.
Social and Cultural Influence
The findings of this study have illustrated that environmental experiences
and influences help to create who we are and what we will become (Brittain,
1994; Eisner, 1976; Feldman, 1970). Therefore, the socialized setting in which
these data were collected would affect the results. In this study, both females and
males chose males as leaders more than females.
In the school based setting where these data were collected, more than
90% of the educators are females. There are 3 male principals and I female
principal resulting in a minority of males in educator roles and a minority of
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females in administrator's roles. The scales are weighted as the male is visibly
and publicly recognized in an educational administrator's role.
Socialization factors play an important role in culture as well. Because of
my personal and professional interest in the Portuguese culture, I did look at
portraits and written descriptions of Portuguese children in a previous pilot study.
The results were astounding. In all of the data collected, elementary school
children who were from the Portuguese culture identified helper roles as leaders.
The breadth and scope of family members who were identified were rich and
broader than this study. Grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins were
mentioned more frequently because of parents working and children's caretakers
being spread among family members.
Socialization and Girls' Voices
Although both giris and boys write about the personal qualities of the
leaders they chose, giris wrote more about their relationships. In particular, giris
wrote about their relationship with their teacher in 2"*^ grade. The words the giris
chose, e.g., 'share, helps, likes me, lets me share ideas, teaches me well"
resemble the contemporary model of leadership. In particular, Belenky et al.
(1997) write about a "shared vision" (p. 14) of midwife leadership. In this model,
the words and phrases used to describe this leadership style are "collaborating",
"connected" and snared vision". Thus, the relationship between leader and the
group are more pronounced (p. 14). Belenky et al. (1997) say how this model is a
maternal mode o* leadership rooted in the role of mothers' raising children. It is
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sadly not surprising then to note that this is the first and last reference boys will
make of a female leader in this study.
It is interesting to note then, that in this study, the qualities of
contemporary leadership surface in the 2"*^ grade, then do not resurface again.
Maccoby (1998) says that elements of a group are passed on to other
children as group. Group socialization theory reported by Harris (1995) says that
although the effects by parents on children are important, if these effects conflict
with the practices of the larger culture, the children will take on those
characteristics of the larger culture, especially in post-pubescent development.
Based on this theory, if a child recognizes a thought, idea, or concept of self that
is in contrast to larger cultural norms, the child is llikely to dismiss his or her own
knowledge.
Summary
It is clear from this study that girls do not see females as leaders in the
numbers I anticipated. Clearly many factors including social and educational
complexities contribute to a lack of equality portrayal of leadership . Conclusions
and implications will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter IX
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In summary, this Portraits of Leadership research produced significant
findings. Girls' perceptions of females as leaders were discouragingly scarce in
number, and the literature was reflected in these results (Belenky et al., 1986;
Sadker & Sadker; 1994; Orenstein, 1994). If this study could be thought of as a
barometer to measure change in girls' self-identity, these findings would then
indicate that, for the girls studied, the cultural and social climate has not changed
since publication of the previously mentioned research. This picture, which I find
deeply disturbing, exposes and amplifies the need for educators, and society in
general, to concentrate more effort and work on building girls' positive self-
identity and potential.
I will present specific areas in which I'd like to focus the reader's attention.
Perceptions of Females as Helpers and Males as Leaders
Girls identified males more than females as leaders. When
boys chose females as leaders, they were almost exclusively identified in a
helper role. Further, boys beyond 2"*^ grade did not choose to portray even one
female leader. I was particularly surprised at this result. The identities of both
females and males are reminiscent of the 1950's model of stereotypic
categorization of how women and men function within a society. Miller (1986)
says that women's roles have been identified by what the, "dominant culture
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needed from women and therefore induced women to try to be." (p.1 18). The
artwork and written words about leaders illustrate not only a societal blind spot in
girls' development of self-identity and characteristics of leadership, but also a
similar deficit in boys' development
My belief going into this research project was that the women's movement
and national recognition of research such as the AAUW Report would have
affected these results. However, unless educational practice is changed, the
implication is that this trend will continue.
Historical and Future References
Before 8*" grade, not one girl chose a female historical leader. In this study
only one girl in 8*^ grade chose a female historical leader, and between 10* and
12th grade, only 6 girls chose this category of leaders. Women like Mary
Wollstonecraft, Joan of Arc, Harriet Tubman, and Mother Theresa whose
contributions to society and voices as political, psychological, spiritual, and social
leaders are testament to the enormous impact of women leaders go unheard and
remain invisible
If girls cannot find historical references to these women as they can to
George Washington Abraham Lincoln, or Martin Luther King Jr., how will
women's contributions be recognized? The Women's History Project has been in
existence smce tr>e 1970 s, according to Sadker & Sadker (1995). However, we
still have a lacK o* recognition or reference to females in this way. If girls cannot
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see a clear historical connection with the past, their future as leaders is affected,
even clouded.
In the 4**^ hypothesis, those who were considered high-level creative girls
constructed a concept of fennale leaders from fictional characters represented
through the media. These fantasy figures send mixed messages to girls that only
in fiction can females be leaders because they do not exist in reality. If there is a
silver lining in this message, it is that girls have the opportunity to see females in
roles not fully realized. I am hopeful that these girls will take these images and
recreate their own in everyday reality.
The Art Educator's Classroom
My bias and belief, as previously stated in this research, was that the art
educator's classroom would yield a different set of results from girls because
their voices would be heard through the medium of images and written words,
even if they felt unable to speak.
Although the art educator's classroom might hold more opportunity for
creativity to be expressed, the holder of an image has to feel, experience, and
connect to her own creative potential. My thinking has changed from the belief
that the externalized experience of being in the art room environment would
affect the internalized vision of oneself. My belief now is connected more to the
effect of art on the internal vision of oneself. As Harth (1993) suggests, our
creative potential is like an internal sketch pad, shaping, forming, experimenting,
and finally refining images for further contemplation.The act of creating in and of
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itself can take place whether a child is in the art room or regular education
classroom. In other words, the creative potential is held within every child no
matter where the child happens to be.
Implications for Future Research
I wonder what the findings might be if in a longitudinal study girls were
asked how they see themselves as leaders. This longitudinal inquiry creates the
opportunity for girls to consider their leadership potential as a matter of study and
possibility, take the image that girls' hold of themselves as leaders and see how
changes, if any, affect the images over time.
Further studies in this vein could also spot changes and reference the
effects of educational practice through research. In other words, it is understood
that historical reference to female conthbutions to society is needed so that girls
may recognize a path they can choose to follow. School systems could measure
the implications of changes in curricula, such as more exposure to female
leaders' contributions in history. For example, after presentation of an historical
section on women's historical contributions, students could be asked to draw and
write about what they might have done as a leader at this time of history.
Envisioning themselves as Mary Wollstonecraft, Harriet Tubman, or Mother
Theresa allows both boys and girls the opportunity to learn from their
experiences and actually perceive themselves in these roles. In this way,
student's' artwork, in a portfolio method of assessment, may also provide a
medium from which the effect of educational practice can be measured.
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The effect of culture on girls' choices of leaders is another area of interest
for future research here. Comparisons of cultural influence on choices of leaders
can shed light on different aspects of how culture affects self-identity. My
particular area of interest is the Portuguese culture. Cross-cultural influences as
seen through children's artwork are where my interests lie for future research.
More research in how creativity affects leader choice is another area for
future work. Understanding that creativity exits in every child at different levels is
important. Future research which may help educators to identify and expand the
creative potential in every child, whether within the walls of the art or regular
educator's classrooms, is needed.
Without question, this research points toward important work society still
needs to accomplish in order to create effective, contemporary leaders through
the healthy development of creative potential in the lives of both girls and boys.
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Appendix A includes three forms:
1 Permission letter from school
2 Permission to publish form
3. Permission to use form

November 30, 1999
Mrs. Diane Caton Desrosiers
Letter 1
195
Westport, MA 02790
Dear Mrs. Desrosiers:
With the appro val ot'the_schooi principal, this is to i
study at the4HH|P^^PK,Schools as dcscriht.
November 18. 1999 under the following conditions:
1. Participation by teachers is voluniar\:
2. All data remain anonymous and confidential as
district name:
3. Parent participation is vokintar_\ and copies of par*,
be filed vMtli the school principal prior to publicatioi
4. Tiic p.ircni permission letter will he revised and agree*,
advance I'f distribution.
Please call me lo make an appointment to discuss ihe enclosed draft pe.
-SincereK.
Superiniendcii'
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Letter 2
SAMPLE PERMISSION TO PUBLISH FORM
Dear Parents/Guardians,
In conjunction with an art class, students drew and wrote about leaders.
Their artwork and ideas were wonderful! As a doctoral student at Lesley College
in Cambridge, Mass, I am studying girls' and boys' perceptions of leaders. I
would love to use samples of student's drawings and written descriptions in
presentations and publications
.
With your written permission, I would guarantee complete anonymity.
Neither your child's name or the school system would be published. Below is a
permission slip that you may complete and return by
.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me all|HIH| or call
the Superintendent's Office atmHI^.
Sincerely,
Diane Caton Desrosiers
Permission to Publish
I give Diane Caton Desrosiers permission to use
(Child's name )
artwork and written descriptions of leaders for publication. I understand that my
child's name and/or school district's name will not be published.
Parent/Legal Guardian Signature:
Date:
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Letter 3
Facsimile Cover f
To:
Company:
Phone:
Fax;
lane Desrosiers
Superintendent of i
From:]
Company:
Phone:
Fax:
Date:
Pluses including this
cover page:
The pennission sHp is fine. I look forwsrd to reading ycfor wotlc!]
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Appendix B: Data Sets
While I wanted to include all of the data sets, because of limited space I
chose the following samples which represent the range of children's responses.
The first five data sets are samples of professionals, the next five are
of family, the last data set is of a ft^iend.



Your Initials:
Grade: CL
9^
\
Please Circle if you're a (Girh or Boy
(Please fill in)
"I chose ecause
She le^(\sMct/)rnu^V> ^cl^onl
^y^e JkM^.5 (A<: m
+/^f dWsc: ran m . J /I'k'L
ine.r /xlof. SUg. i'.? a/cp..
5b IS coo.\.
SK O^o €.<; fa>^
(Aciil/^h<. HM^ L>vi
//)
Thank -you!!!!!!!!!!!
/c^,y ^



Your Initials:
Grade: S
Please Circle if you're a Female or ^^^lale;;
Comments: (please fill in)
"I chose I \\ CV'r-v+-) n-as a leader because
V

i
^'^'\J
\
/ /
I
/5.t-'*!iC,J >.-
•s-'" ^v '^<\- ''';• ^".">.-^:-'»-''t\L
s^y^
* "tU*,- .« >, »J»\.^

Your Initialsal^^
Grade: Q. -y
Please Circle if vou're a (^e^le)or Male
Comments: (please fill in)
"I chose ul'iA lUM/^r? as a leader because
Z^"/ ^j/f/-^/7) Lia ^O-^^i^j. /v^
Thank -vou!!!!!!!!!!!

*?.:f*
'•<«'j-*f,«a7f',-,-i)-.,„ ',

Your Tnitials
^
C
Grade: /O
Please Circle if vouVe a Girl or Boy
(Please fill in)
"I choseSrvrrVh 01 ,d7» ii^ (^^IJo /as a leader because
<^-0 iS^iorNg OAo^u-hn-^ cv GCrG.4
Thank -you!!!!!!!!!!!

Pv^'*y|!i:^i^M;4 :'/ ' ii!>i| ;t^^ V^'««:
T.'-V'.?,'^"'
!'
Mii
lii
'.^^.yf'^l
>';.' ("^Jivr^o . ,-l -*') i» I,*. *,n f.i* ' /.-(.-(a)
i
.ihk^^i^'

Your Initials:
"D
2:
Please Circle if vouVe a (femal^r Male
Comments: (please fill in)
"I chose T'p^^^^^ LO'APfpo as a leader because
I
* r^n-'
T
Ac i rg4- V^V
hvw.C. ChK,s4r>.b\- r g,, (^ P.C>Als-aWi.JvV<
^
iD 4 hA- Yv V;7 A d nt -i i/r;.-.-^. d InX ^
i
V
"t' L-V ,u- ^
^\.V\gr--yv >l \ - r' c- --c^-
1 I \ \
i—v
Thank -you!!!!!!!!!!!



£iiad£
Please Circle if voa're a Girl or pBoy
(Please fill i
*1 chose as a leader because
t{\OYi\
'Kif^A She K>
<^
y-er<9
-rnDj
trxV^"^
m tj^l
r 'lr)ri^6L
af\ri T J-Q
tQ <p.p/ici }JJ_L
,-^ i^r^mf': en. r»-e^
€ diX, -SK 9''^^ ^'g "^^ (--^ re/
Thank -you!!!!!!!!!!!

:<
:»< ,*'.**.
A.
»>.
-^•» A
I
i
kNA.
••^V'.v.ii,
:yr-
.. ..«. . ..^ ... ••vlw. '• • •" :'*,. • . ., •. *y,- • r-
.
- 'V.*'^'*^*e: <
':'. .»•.'':•
'i;v^r'*\.k..i«w.
-?«5^;.;:^••:.

Yftiir Initials!
.jf^-^
.s- ^.
Please Circle if vonVe a (^GiiT^r Boy
(Please fiU in)
'1 chose Hu h(6h4 as a leader because
o-^ H€ an ci T icu^ her So i-^
C"
^
Thank -vou!!!!!!!!!!!



.7
;rade! A ^
Please Circle if vouVe a Girl or (^^
(Please fill in)
"I chose njM Q r\C^ as a leader because
am ±rp(t^ m
or
rinoc
pog
n
p -fo jo/gu
»
Thank -vou:!!:!!!!!!!

tt^i
I
It
II

Your Initials
Grade:
1i
k2>
Please Circle if youVe a ^Girl/ or Boy
Comments; (please fill in)
"I chose (r\\/ nnr^f' as a leader because
Thank-you!!!!!!!!!!!

s,

Ynnr TnitialsMiF ^^ ^
•7
Plpas<>rircleifvouVea (jemal^or Male
roinments: (please fill in)
"I chose wn \/ \j^A as a leader because
V\o^-'be .
Thank -Nou:::!!:!!!!!

c
<5

.7
Yniir Tnitials^fc
Grade: D
PlPflsP Circle if vouVe a /^ Femal^or Male
romments; (please fill in)
"I chose jHvLGveTi^afcp. as a leader because
( 't '> ri "• • i '~' ? ? ' ' V T » f 1
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